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INTFODUCTION

An overall objective of the Research Safety
Vehicle (RSV) Project was to arlvance the state-
of:the-aft of compact automobilc sat'ety perfbrm-
ance by using a tutal systerns approach to intc-
grate safety subsystems into a complete, fully
functional automobile. This integration or inter-
locking of system functions requires analyses and
trade-offs of ( l) performance requirements or
goals, (2) design constraints, and (3) the avail-
able design options. This process leads to a linal
design selected in accord with defined decision
criteria. A range of design solutions is almost

always possible so that the chosen solution will
frequently depend on policy rather than on en-
gineering criteria.

In the Calspan RSV design priority was placed
on (l) improved crashworthiness, including both
RSV occupant protection and reduced crash ag-
gressiveness to struck cars, and (2) on pedestrian
injury reduction. Trade-offs were, accordingly,
generally resolved to maximize perfbrmance in
these two areas. The overall design integration
process, shown in Figure l, l ists general goals
and constraints.'This identical scheme could be
applied to any current safety car project. The
goals, in addition to improved crash safety and
pedestrian protection, were to attain good fuel
economy even thrlugh weight was expccted to
increase for crash safety reasons, to maintain or
improve the accident avuidance performance rel-
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

ative to typical United States cars, and to meet
or exceed the U . S . damagc protection standards.
Targets were established for each category,

Constraints on the engineering solutions were
less specilic. Only emissions levels, set at what
are now termed research goals, and curb weight,
set at 1360 kg (max), were specified. Sorne at-
tempts were made to quantify the othcr con-
straints-producibility, for exarnple was to be
measured against the capability to produce 300,000
units/year-but for the most part these were qual-
itative constraints. The product was to be aimed
at the mid-1980's U.S, market requirements.

C)1' special interest are the attention given to
the U.S. Fcdcral Motor Vehicle Saf'ety Stand-
ards, These were not treated as constraintsl al-
ternative safety l'eatures were to be explored and
the greatest overall safety was sought. Of course,
in the two priority areas goals were set that far
exceeded the existing standards.

Design options available fbr integration into
the RSV were unlimited. They included all of
the advanced materials, components and subsys-
tems that technology could provide. One specific
constraint to the Calspan RSV design that some-
what limited options was the utilization ol'the
base vehicle-the Chrysler Simca 1307/l30tt
manufactured in Europe beginning in 1976. Uti-
lization of a base vehicle helped to satisly some
const ra in ts  a lso ,  the  pr inc ipa l  one be ing
producibility.

The final integrated performance of the Cal-
span RSV is unique for the set uf inputs tu the
analysis and test and for the specific set of tracle-
off decisions rnade by the designers. This paper
brielly reviews the overall integrated perform-
ance of the Calspan RSV and then examines the
two priority areas rnore closely to illustrate the
design pn)cess alrd show that alternate perltrrm-
ance levels are possible if clitferent tradc-otT dc-
cisions are made.

General Specifications
The Calspan RSV, I' igure 2, is a four door

hatchback with a fold down rear seat. It closely
resembles the Simca l30tl lrorn which it was
derived and is dimensiontrlly quite close except
for wheelbase and length. Malor dimensions and
weisht are:

Wheelbase-2680 mm
O/A Length-"4.520 mm
O/A Width-I700 mm
Weight-I215 kg (StlVo F/47Vo R)

The engine is transversely mounted in the fiont
with l'ront whcel drive, Two altenrative engine/
transmissions have heen llttcdl a 1.7 L with either
four-speed manual or auttltrtatic transmission.
and 1.6 L turbocharged engine with a live-speed
manual transmission.

Integrated Goals and Performance
The overall goals and performance require-

ments of the Calspan RSV have heen extensively
discussed in References I through 5. lncluded
in thcse reports arc the full scope of safety per-
formance requiremcnts and goals, fuel economy
goals, and general vehicle performance oblec-
tives as shown in Table L

Figure 2. Front Quarter View.

TABLE 1. Scope of Integrated Vehicle Goals
And Reouirements

Consumer
information

Handling, steering DamageabilitY
Visibility RePairabilitY
Driver controls MaintainabilitY
Crash structures PerJormance
-Aggressrveness ruet-Economy
-Occupant Emissions

protectron DriveabilitY
Flammability Range
-Fuel systems Technolsgy
*lnteriors ProducibilitY
Pedestrian injury Materials
Lighting



Test evaluations have been completed on spe-
cific safety and fuel economy objectives, and
evaluations are now in progress fbr the engi-
neering data reports. This data shows a generally
improved safety level without adverse penalties
in fuel economy or cost. Some details have not
yet been assimilated, such as vehiclc durability
or repairahility impacts resulting from the struc-
tural design. A limited arnount of data is being
gathered in this first attempt by NHTSA to make
evaluations of this type.

FMVSS Compliance
An assessment of compliance with applicable

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS)
was made (Ref. 6). The RSV fully met or ex-
ceeded 28 of the 4l standards investigated. The
remainder were all either deliberately avoided to
obtain other more desirahle performance or were
relatively unimportant'to the prograrl (e.g,,
I l4-Theft Protection). and could have been
achieved with added expenditure of funds.

Two standards-FMVSS lll (Rearview Mir-
rors) and FMVSS I l2 (Headlamp Concealment
DevicesFwere traded otf for reduced aerody-
namic drag in the interest of improved fuel ecorr,
omy. FMVSS 205, Glazing Materials, was not
complied with because the St. Gobain Secureflex
windshield was used to attempt to reduce lacer-
ative injuries. Also, FMVSS 108, Larnps and
Reflective Devices, was violated for two reasons:
(l) the single beam plastic headlamps were de*
sired f'or weight savings and potentially improved
lighting; and (2) the high mounted rear lights did
not have a side marker at the rearmost practical
location. Finally, thc Part 57l.ZlllPart 5ttl Ex-
terior Protection and Bumper Standards were
traded off for improved pedestrian prLrtection.

Three of the above issues (bumpers, high level
rear lights, windshields) are subjects of current
rulemaking efforts and RSV data is being uti-
lized. RSV data also pointed up some issues on
single beam headlights and additional NHTSA
research is now underway. It would seern ap-
propriate for NHTSA to also investigate the other
two areas (headlight covers and aerodynamic
minors) for possible rulemaking action to take
advantage of potential fuel economy improve-
ments from reduced drae.

SECTION 3: FESULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELOPMENT

Pedestrian Safety Systems
The priority area of pedestrian saf'ety irnprove-

ment had its st(rngest interaction with other goals
for low speed damage protection and fbr low
aerodynamic drag, and with the constraints of
f'unction and appearance, weight, pricc and pro-
ducibility. Figure 3 lists these major consider-
ations along with typical analyses and tests per-
formed and the major trade-oll.s evaluated.

The analytical work, described in detail in
Ret'erence 7, included computer simulation of
pedestrian impacts to select bumper shape and
compliance, and evaluation of possible materials
including aluminum honeycomb and various
plastics. Material evaluations included tempera-
ture effects, producibility, finish, cost and re-
cycling. Testing proceeded to full bumper system
impacts and ultirnately to vehicle tests with an
installed bumper and with the aluminum hood.

As the analysis and test work proceeded there
was continual interaction of goals and constraints
and a number of trade-offs were evaluated. Some
examples are listed in Figure 3. The Exterior
Protection requirement of FMVSS 215 and the
Bunrper Standard, Part 581, together with light-
ing standards, FMVSS 108, were NHTSA stand-
ards that required resolution. Engine cooling rep-
resents a severe functional constraint that had to
be evaluated against pedestrian saf'ety.

Figure 4 is a front view of the Calspan RSV
Final Integrated Design. It shows the soti, front
bumper with outer skin made of high density

'RIM urethane f i l led with a low density urethane
energy absorbing foarn. There are four engine
cooling air inlets, two rectangular headlamp
openings, and two parking lamp openings. An
all aluminum hood is used to reduce initial impact
forces on pedestrian head ancl upper torso. To
compensate for the loss of energy absorption with
this weaker aluminurn hood. a set of additional
latches were added abuut midway on each side
of the length of the hoocl to improve the ef ficiency
of the aluminum design in frontal crashes.

Integrated perforrnance of the Calspan RSV
as relatecl to Pcdcstrian Systems is shttwn in Fig-
ure -5, The goals of irnproved Perdcstrian Saf'ety
have been lnet as demonstratccl in a numher of
durnrny and leg impactrlr tests, and the goal of
low aerodynamic drag was shown in wind tunnel
tests at Volkswagenwerk AG whcrc a Co of 0,,16

+
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Figure 3. Design integration - pedestrian systems,

Figure 4. Front view.

was measured. Constraints of appearance and
producibi l i ty werLr lnet,  the weight is corrrpct i t ive
with currcnt systerns and the price increase lras
been estirlated at approximately $6.S 11979 cco-
nomics) .  Func t iona l  per fo rmanc:e  has  heen
maintained.

Also shown in Figure 5 are three trade-offs,
including one between engine cooling/peclestrian
safety that requircs explrrnation. This trade was
made when a potentially irlprovecl design for the

soft front bumper was evolved that closed off the
two top engine air inlct openings. Appearance
was quite satisfactory and cost and weight im-
pacts were negligible. Engine cooling was un-
satisfactory by industry standards, however, so
the original design configuration was retained.

In the other two examples pedestrian safety
was chosen over the damrrgc protection perform-
ance, which is only marginally reduced tiom the
required pcrlormance. And, in the third exanrple,
low aerodynarnic drag was achieved in part by
covering the headlights with lixed plastic covers.
Thus. in this example, two goals are fully met,
all constraints are met, alrd one goal, damage
protection, is largely met. A potentially enhanced
level of pedestrian safety was traded off for sat-
isfactory engine functioning.

Front Structure
A more complex example of integrated design

performancc is the front structure. Figurc 6
shows the four major clesign goals for the tiont
structurc with occupant protection and non-ag-
gressive crash perlbrmance added to the pedes-

Goals
- Pedestrian Safety
- Damage Protection
- Aerodynamics

Cqnstraints
- Function/Appearance
- Weight
- Producibility
-  Pr ice

Analvses and Tests
- Simulat ions
- Materials
- Crash Analyses
- Prototype Tests

1)
t l( 7
V

Trade Offs Evaluated

- Pedestrian safety/Damage Protection
- Aerodynamics/ Lighting Standards
* Pedestrian Safety/Engine Cooling

Integrated Design
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Figure 5. Integrated performance - pedestrian systems.

Figure 6. Design integrat ion -  f ront structure.

trian safety and damage protection goals previ-
ously discussccl .  Repairabi l i ty is added as a
constraint in that it was considered imDortant that

the improved crashworthy structure not be ex-
cessively costly to repair al ler minor col l isions.
Emissions standards are consiclered a constraint

Goals: Met
- Pedestrian Safety
- Aerodynamics

:Traded Off
- Damage Protection

Constraints: Met
- Function/Appearance
- Weight
- Producibi l i ty

Price

L,;,0-oo,J
- Pedestrian Safety/Damage Protection
- Aerodynamics/ Lighting Standards
- Pedestrian Safety/Engine Cooling

Goals
Occupant Protection
Non-Aggressive
Pedestrian Safety
Damage Protection

Constraiols
Weight
Producibility
Price
Repairability

lE"* Vehiclsl
Emissions

Analyses and Tests
- Materials
- Structures
-  Simulat ions
- Restraints
- Vehicles

+
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Trade Offs Evaluated
- Non-Aggressive/Restraint Performance
- Compartment Intrusion/Restraint Performance
- Occupant Protection/Weight
- Weight/ Repairabil it ' ,

Integrated Design
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in that they impact the packaging of a fully
emission controlled engine. This was one in-
stance where the Eurrrpean base vehicle compli-
cated the design because of the nced to substitute
a U.S. certilied engine for the original Sirrrca
engine.

A methodical program of analyses and tests,
beginning with a thorough crash evaluation of
the base vehicle, was carried out to develop the
RSV structure. Contputer models of the spring/
mass elements of the car were used to simulate
crash impacts and guide the design. Several de-
sign alteratir)ns were made bef'ore occupant re-
straints were integrated and complete vehicles
crash tested, These analyses also included sim-
ulations of car-to-car crashes to estimate the crash
aggressiveness of the RSV to other cars ranging
from a Honda CIVIC to a Plymouth Fury. This
program is fully described in Rel'erences l, I
and 9.

Numerous design trade-offs were required in
this front structure design and Figure 6 lists only
four examples. The slructural design firr occupant
protection, represented by specilic issues of re-
straint performance and compartment intrusion,

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

was most affected by the need to make the RSV
non-aggressive to other cars. There is a conflict
between restraint perfbrmance, as aff'ected by
compartment cleceleration, and the stifthess re-
quired to prevent intrusion. The weight constraint
asserts itself in several ways. It imposes a limit,
first of all, on the length of front $tructure that
can be utilized in energy absorption. And it leads
to utilization of materials that are new to the
industry and that introduce new problems in
building, maintenance and repair.

The design process summarized in Figure 6
led to an integrated design for the front structure
that has been described as a "three-stage" de-
sign. The soft plastic foam humper discussed
above provides pedestrian protection and reduced
low speed damage in the very front or first stage.
The second stage provides a medium force level
for crash compatability with other cars. and the
third stage, just in front of the passenger com-
partment, comes into action only in severe
crashes to provide the high reaction fbrces needed
for these conditions.

The structural design is shown in Figure 7.
The bumper, or stage l, is attached to the vehicle

REITIF.
B-PILLAR

SECOiIOARY
HOOD LA

DOOR
BEAM

ruHilEL AIID
FLOOH PAN

REINF ,
FLOOR
CHOSS MEMBEH

Figure 7, Structure.
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SECTION 3: RESULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELOPMENT

at the yoke panel, which is flat, enabling the
bumper to bear against it, and spreading intpact
Ioads into rails and sheet metal. The front lon-
gitudinal or rail assembly is fabricated of High
Strength Low Alloy (HSLA) steel supporting the
front suspension, engine, driveline and steering
rack. Slots are included in the lirst 35 cm ol-the
rail to provide the low crush forces required in
stage 2. The front sills have been extended to the
chain clearance line to act as tire blockers in high
speed frontals and offset collisions. An upper
load path fender beam is welded to the fender
side shield and extends rearward where it is
mated to the cowl side and hinge pillar, The load
beam is cut short of the yoke to keep stagc 2
forces low, while the cowl side panel, extending
down to the sill, provides a large tension mem-
ber, stabilizing the beam in vertical bending. The
hinge pillar is reinforced for load beam reaction
and door beam and hinge attachment, and carries
loads into the hcavily reinforced sill, The HSLA
front floor pan has a center tunnel reinfbrcement
which projects fbrward from the dash, litniting
penetration of the dash and floor pan by the steer-
ing rack and engine. A separate sill-to-rail re-
inforcement prevents shearing of the sill fiom the
floor pan and rail. The subfloor reinforcements
serve in side, as well as high speed frontal
col l is ions.

As noted in the discussion of Pedestrian Sys-
tems, the hortd inner and outcr are constructed
ol'aluminum to reduce head and torso forces in
pedestrian collisions, and dual secondary latches
are located on the t'ender side shields to intprove
hood crush efliciency.

Figurc 9 is a rnore detailed view of the front
longitudinal. With the change in cngines dictated
by errrissions constraints it was necessary to splay
these rails outward 32 mrn liom the base vehicle
configuration. They were also lengthened 84
mm. Panel thickness and the design and location
of slots in upper, side and lowerpanels are critical
for the desired collapse forces. This part of the
Iongitudinal must also carry fiont suspension
krads and hence rnust have the durability to pro-
vide satisfactory life. These structural improve-
ments, not including the bumper system, incrcirse
weight approximately 100 pounds over thc base
vehicle. Price would be increased about $ti0,
again, not including the bunrper.

The integrated performance dentonstrated by
the Calspan RSV fiont structure is summarized
in Figure 8. Increased crashworthiness has been
achieved, although not to the level of 50 mph
barrier crash speeds with a structure that is non-
aggressive in car-to-car tests. Constraints have
been met except that repairability appr:ars to be
somewhat rrrore diflicult with the usc of HSLA

l

ri

'I

ADDED BEADS

ADDED REINFORCEMENT

SLOT CUT IN SIDE PANEL

SLOT CUT IN LOIIVER SIDE

Figure 8. Front rai l  modif icat ions.
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steels. This seems to be the general experience
with industry use of HSLA in production cflrs.
There is also some calry-over effect from the
base vehicle which adversely impacts repair
costs.

The major difficulties were experienced in bal-
ancing the design demancls for the variety of car-
to-car crrash modes being examined against the
increased barrier crash test speed. The integrated
perfbrmance has resulted in somewhat higher
than usual accelerations in the third stage of the
structure in high speed barrier crashes. Total
crush of the RSV is slightly more than 7-5 cm
with compartment accelerations of approxitttately
60 g's. First stage crash energy absorption is
limited in the pedestrian protection bumper, but
is near the design goal, while the second stage
structure which provides for reduced aggressive-
ness is absorbing somewhat less encrgy in the
high speed crashes than desired. Pitching has

been very well controlled, however, and intru-
sion into the passenger cotnpartment has been
negligible. Therefore, rather than upset the hal-
ance that the present design has achieved, the
restraints are being fbrced to work at higher ac-
celeration levels than originally intended, but
only in high speed barrier crashes alier the third
stage comes into play.

CONCLUSION
The Calspan RSV has achieved a high level

of saf'ety perfbrmance but has also retained good
fuel economy in a design that is highly producible
at only a moderate increase in cotrsumer cost.
Functional adequacy has also been retained in all
aspects of auttttnutive perfonnance, This inte-
grated perfbrmance was achieved through an ex-
tensive process ol- tradc-offs and, therefore, rep-
resents but one solution to achieving the program's
goals. Assessment of perforrnance must include
the interrelationship of system design with these
trade-oif decisions. Realistic performance gains
can be achieved in priority goals through sacrilice
in secondary objectives and this requires contin-
ual assessrnent of overall balance ol' the dcsign.
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Compatibility in the Calspan Research Safety Vehicle

G. J.  FABIAN
Catipan Eoiporation

ABSTRACT

In the context of crashworthiness and acci-
dents, compatibility between colliding vehicles
implies that the striking vehicle is not overly ag-
gressive, the absorption ofcrash energy is shared
by both vehicles, and hence the injuries to oc-
cupants of the struck vehicle are minimized.
Physically, this can mean both vehicles crumple
and crush proportionately or that the fiont end
of the striking vehiclc will mesh with a similarly
strong part of the struck vehicle in a manner to
klad its resistive structures such as the bumper
or sill rather than hitting the center of the grill
or side or door of the car where there is little
resistance to intrusion. The eft'ect of improved
conrpatibility is to minimize intrusion inro the
struck vehicle occupant compartment and the
consequent injury to its occupants. Compatibility
can be considered at all speeds. ln addition to
reducing pedestrian injury, the RSV soft bumpers
enhance its compatibility with other vehicles in
low speed, parking lot type of accidents and tend
to reduce the damage to both the impacted oblect

and itself. The front structure of the RSV has
been designed to collapse behind the bumper
when the maximum non-damage compression of
the ffiam has been reached, This action will tend
to reduce intrusion into an impacted vehicle at
low road speeds. However, to protect its own
occupants, the striking vehicle must also be de-
signed to provide increased resistance during the
final portion of the crush of the front structure
in order to absorb the energy of high-speed
crashes without serious intrusion into its occupant
compafiment. The pedestrian protection provided
by the cornpliant RSV fiont bumper and hood is,
in effect, a special case; here the compression
resistance, deflection, and resulting injury-pro-
ducing forces attendant to the primary impact are
a lunction of the area impacted.

INTRODUCTION

The Calspan/Chrysler Research Safety Vehicle
(RSV) has been designed to be compatible (1,
2, 3).* One objective wari that it not be overly
aggressive in rnoderate speed collisions; the aim
was to reduce intrusion and injury to occupants

*Numbers in parenthesls denote references listed at the
end of the paper.



of the struck vehicle. To achieve that goal, a

three-zone concept wati adopted hrr the original
design. As shown in Figure I, the first zone
(roughly the lirst ten inches of crush) consists of

the compliant foam bumper which will return to

its initial shape after lreing defornred. The

bumper, picturcd in Figure 2, is designed pri-

marily for pedestrian protection ( I ,3,4). The sec-
ond zone, which has been tertrted the zone of

compatibility (the next twelve inches of crush)

ideally would resist by deforming at the maxi-

murn elastic crush load designed for the bumper'
The work perfbrnred in crushing the structure in

Zone II is the limit of aggressiveness of the RSV

to other vehicles up to the point where the con-

fines of that zone are exceeded. At the rear end

of Zone II, the enginc stafts to impinge ott the

firewall and tunnel reinforcetnent and the front

structure becomes considerably stitferl the slope
of the load defonnation curve then increases
making possible absorption of the high crash en-

ergy within thc remaining crush distance avail-

able before serious intrusion of the occupant
compartment is encountered. An idealizcd plot

ol- hody deceleration vs. crush distance showing
the energy management goal used in the RSV

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

design is provided in Figure 3. There are, of
course, many tradeoff,s available between the
force levels designed into the different parts of
the fiont structure, the total crush distance and
the energy absorption capability of the vehicle.
In addition, in thc RSV, pitching tcndencies of
the base Simca had to be overctttne in an effbrt
to minimize intrusion into the top of the instru-
nrent panel and steering column displacement.

Minirnum weight requires an efficient structure
in which all of the components work together in
such a manner that each carries a proper portion
of the applied load. Realization of such a bal-
anced design is not easy. Fabrication methtlds
appropriate to high speed production tnust be
careflully chosen to insure achieving a rcliably
reproducible structure, Since thc general level of
force capahility has been raised throughout the
front end and load balance is inrportant, a high
level of quality control will be required; in the
manufacture of the vehicle, it will he neccssary
that all components arc correctly labricated, as-
sembled. and welded or otherwise fastened to-
gether to, in fact, realize the balanced structure
that was designcd. Not only mutit the strcngth of

the diff'erent parts be balanced in the design' the

H I G  H  5 P E
rfrlPAcr 
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COiAPAT IB IT ITY
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Figure 1. Front structural concept.
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Figure 3. RSV front structure decereration.dispracement responses.
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Figure 2. Pedestrian protecting bumper.



tolerances aclmitted in the manufacturing pro-

cesses must not allow that balance to be upset
(5 ,  6 ) .

Design Approach
The approach utilized in the design and de-

velopment of the Calspan/Chrysler RSV is in-
dicated in Figure 4 (2). After the basic goals were
identified, the procedure included initial static

and dynamic tests of the base vehicle ttl identify
its ftlrce/deflection characteristics and accelera-
tion signature. The Simca, fiom which the RSV
evolved, was so investigated and its structure was
then modified to achieve the characteristics de-

sired for the RSV. Subsequent crush test data

were used in simple colinear spring-mass simu-
lations to guide the design. Afier satisfacttlry
static response was indicated, full scale vehicles
were fhbricated and tested dynamically. In ad-
dition to indicating occupant survival, tests ac-
complished at Calspan during Phase III of the
program and elsewhere during Irhase IV (in

which the RSV was the striking vehicle in head-

on collisions. fiottt-to-side collisiorts, and liont-

to-rear collisions) also provide evidence of the
achievement of the dcsired cornpatibility. Low-
speed tests at Calspan to explore non-damage
limits and pedestrian dummy irnpacts at Battelle
and Volkswagen allow additional assessment of

those special cases.

Front Structure
The basic structure of the Calspan/Chrysler

RSV is shown in Figure 5 (5, 6). Stlme of the

requirements for the frttnt structure werc nlen-

tioned above. It was designed to meet four oh-
jectives: (i) supporl the engine, transmission, ra-

diator, front suspension. and fiorrt half of the

vehicle; (ii) protect the occupants in fiontal ac-

cidents; (ii i) reduce iniuries to pedestrians; and
(iv) be non-aggressive toward struck objects and
compatible in irnpacts with other vehicles.

The first of thesc aims is straightforward and

traditional in thc dcsign of autontohiles. l 'hc so-

lution of (ii) as previously inclicated is to provide

a load path that will crush and absorb the crash

energy before the occupant compartment is se-

riously violated, To achieve (ii i) it is necessary

to limit to toleratrle values the forces applied to
pedestrian legs arrd body section in the primary

EXPERI  MENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

impact. Here, it must be noted that the confor-

mation of the fiont end is irlportant (4) in order

to irchieve acceptable body kinematics for the

various sizes of pedestrians that might be struck.

The compressible front burnper of the RSV also

functions to support the fburth objective (iv) by

spreacling the load over large portions of the

struck vehicle surface. As the sofi bumper

crushes, it will envelop hard points in the irn-

pacted structure and tend to direct impact ftlrces

into those paths in the struck vehicle that can and

will absorb or resist them appropriately with

minimum local piercing or intrusion. 
'fhe de-

flection of the compressible liram material that

makes up the RSV sol't nose tends to distribute

the crush loads orr the struck vehicle, making the

two cars more compatible. This, in turn, is apt

to more readily develop forces of resistance in

the struck car that are sutficient to initiate crush

of the RSV supporting metnbers and hence their

absorption of an appreciablc portion of the total

crash energy, another ntanif'estation of com-

patibility.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As noted above, the various tests conducted

on the Calspan/Chrysler RSV during thc devel-

opment in Phase III as well as those accomplished

in the final test and evaluation phase were di-

rected largely to identify the increase achieved

in crashworthinessl the data from these Lrtlr-to*car

R S V  C R A S H  S A F E T Y

B A S E  V E H I C L E
C H A H A C l  F R I S T I C S

R E S T B A I  N T S /
I N T E R I O R

D E S I G N  A N D
C O M P U T E  R

S I M U L A T I Q N

D E S I G N  A N D
COMPUTE FI

S I M U L A T I O N

P E D E S T  R  I  A N /
v E f i t c L F

S I M U L A T I O N

S L E D  T E S T I N GT E S T I  N G

S Y S T E M  I N T E G R A T I O N
T E S T  I  N G
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tests, however, in many cflses can be used to

indicate compatibility. Other papers and reports

have addressed the successful demonstration of

front seat occupant's compliance with the re-
quirernents of FMVSS 20ti in irnpacts fionr any

direction in the 40 to 50 mph speed range (f), 7,

8). The emphasis in this paper is to assess fiom

those test data the et-fect of the RSV design on

its compatibility with other cars. Pertinent results

of the experitnental investigations of the I{SV

perfbrnred in the U,S., H,urope, and Japan (7*l I )
are shown in Figure 6, where (a) high speed,
(b) low speed, and (c) pedestrian tests are sum-

marized. The results of the rccent 30 degree angle

barrier test run by TRRL at MIRA in which oc-

cupant survival was clcntonstrated at 37'5 mph

are not included sincc they are separately reported

at this meeting ( I2). In addition to demonstrating
thc loads, kinematics, and survival of the RSV

occupants, the data from these crashworthiness
tests can be used as a basis for inf'errrng com-
patibility characteristics.

The primary objective of the high speed tests
(a) was to evaluate ()ccupant survival in srrch

collisions; the results are indicated in the figure'

ln the head-on car-to-car collision staged in Japan
(7) with a car of similar weight, the front seat

occupants of the RSV met the requirentents of

FMVSS 20t1. Accelerations measttred on the

drive line tunnel near the c.g. of the vehicle can

be used trt provide inftlrmation on the decelera-

tion, velocity change, and displacement of the

RSV, as well as to give a basis tor deducing

conditions imposed on the other car in the col-

lisittn. 
'fhe motnentum or impulse of each car is

pr()portional to the area of its deceleration trace
(g) vs. tirne; encrgy or work done, g vs. clis-
placement. The sicle impact test (8) provides sim-
ilar inf'ormation on an RSV impacting the side
of another car of the same weight, while both
vehicles were traveling at 35 mph (49 mph rel-
ative impact velocity), A fiontal barrier te$t con-
dition (9) is presented in the third example where

an RSV hit thc flat barrier at 4l mph. The sum-

marized low speed tests (b) performed at Calspan
during Phase lll of the RSV program (10) indi-
cate attainment of the damageability goals, as
well as thc compatibility achicved with the soft
front burrrper at krw spccds. The pedestrian data
(c) indicate the success of the soft nose in mit-
igating pedestrian injury ( I I ). Results of a num-
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ber of these tests will be presented at this meet-
ing. Suffice it to say here that Calspan RSV has
demonstrated an appreciable increase in the speed
at which pedcstrian dummies indicate survival
of the primary impact,

Low-$peed Tests
Owing to the compliance of the RSV nose,

specific matching of structural features like the
bumper of the bullet car to the sill on the side
of the car impactcd is not critical, Figure 7 shows
a picture of the side ol'a 4200 pound Plymouth
after being struck by the RSV (10) atiust under
4 mph (Test ll, Run l). As can be seen, the
deflection is hardly discernible. As indicated in
Figure 6, the impact resulted in a maximum of
only %a of an inch deflection in the front and
rear door skins. The picture in Figure I (made

after the subsequent tt. l4 mph Run 7 of that test)

shows appreciably more cumulative deflection.
It had reached a maximum depth of one inch in
the center of the front door skin, which seems
to be a minur deformation for having been hit at
I mph. To pnrvide a comparison of the accel-
eration pulses of the RSV and the Plymouth in
Run 7 of Test I l. the curve of the tunnel X
(longitudinal) deceleration in g's vs. tirne has
been plotted along with that for the lateral ac-
celeration, tunnel Y, of the Plymouth in Figure
9, In this figure, the vertical scales have been
adjusted on the two curves in inverse proportion
to the mass of the vehicles in order that the force

Figure 7. Plymouth side after 3.95 mph impact
by HSV.
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values rcprcsented be cornparable (c.g., a 4 g
acceleration acting upon the 4200 pound Plym-
outh represents a fbrce equal to a 5.4 g accel-
eration acting on the 3100 pound RSV), The
crlrlparison shows the close sirli larity of the two
curves. particularly in the first 50 msqc; com-
patibility is inclicated as dernonstrated by the pic-
ture of the struck Plynrouth side in Figurc 8.

The compatibility providecl by the RSV design
and the resulting minimization o1' darlage in-
flictcd on oblects struck in parking lot type col-
lisions as dernonstrated in these two test runs wils
lurther substantiatcd in the fhrnt-to-rear bumper
impact of Run 6 at a similar speed. No damage
was apparent to either vehicle; the RSV bumper
deformed on impact and in less than half an hour
retumed to its original conforrnation. Another
test of the RSV striking the front bumper ol'the
Plymouth at 12.8 mph cau.sed minor local dis-
tortion on the RSV front yoke panel and, al-
though not obvious, the front panel of the PIyrn-

outh suff'ered a %c,r, inch set. These results
further confirm the lack of aggressivity of the
RSV front end design. Thc bumper compliance
tends to rnitigate any local inrrusion, it absorbs

Figure L Plymouth side after I mph impact by
HSV.
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its share of the crash energy and minimizes the
darnage to the struck object. There is clear evi-
dence that at low speeds, the RSV is compatible
with other vehicles.

High-Speed Tests

At higher speeds, the picture is not quite so
clear. ln part, this is because experiments have
not been perfclrmed specifically to obtain data in
Zone II which has been referred to as the com-
patibility zone. In addition, the data from high
speed crashes, although more than aclequate to

identify the performance relative to occupant sur-

vival (the reason for perfbrming the tests), may
not necessarily provide all the infbrnration needed
to document conditions of compatibility. ln the
following discussion, results of various high
speed tests are utilized insofar as possible to pro-
vide a basis for assessing conpatibility, How-
ever. as indicated below. much of that which is
concluded is based on inference derived fiom

projections of data that are available. First, the
flat fiontal barrier data (9) are reviewed to obtain
an indication of the degree of success achieved
in meeting the RSV gttals as well as to provide
documentation of the basic vehicle crash pulse
signature. Next to be discussed are the implica-
tions of the test data derived fiom a 90 degree
or side impact car-to-car test run in Japan (8) in
which an RSV struck a production car of the
same weight. To provide a specific example of
the compatibility attained with the Calspan/
Chrysler RSV, responses of occupants in the
struck car in an identical collision between two
of the production cars (13) are also included.
Finally, the data fiom the head-on car-to-car test,
also conducted in Japan (7) somewhat over a year
ago, will be examined for its implications in re-
gard to vehicle compatibility.

The deceleration signature of the RSV as it
impinges a 90 degree flat fiontal banier at 4l
mph (9) is given in Figure 10. The three-zone
concept of Figure 3 has heen superimposed on
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Figure 10. 41 mph RSV barriercrash pulse(test 13).



the plot to indicate the relative achievement of
the RSV objectives. Clearly, the g level is below
the desired maximum level in the Zone II range
from l0 to l8 inches of'deflection and higher
than that wanted between l8 and 25 inches. In
fact, the 64 g peak at Tlt/t inch deflection 1oc-
curring about 32 nrsec after impact) is a very
demanding environment tbr the occupant re-
straints. This, however, was viewed as one of
the tradeoffs to be made. lt was felt that the lack
of aggressivity indicated and the consequent
compatibility afforded by the low level of de-
celeration for deflections up to l8 inchesjustified
acceptance of the subsequent high g accelerations
and the concomitant task of tuning the restraints
to the degree required to demonstrate occupant
survival. The real drawback to adopting this ap-
proach would seem to be in the realization of
mass-produced components that work adequately
together to provide the performance peak re-
quired to demonstrate $atisfactory operation.
Note that the longitudinal acceleration does not
exceed 20 g's until after the front end ol' the
vehicle has collapsed l7t/z inches. Although this
is considerable deflection, it does not reach the
22 inch design rear limit indicated in Figure l.
It is equally clear that the less than 30 inch total
frontal displacement shown in the diagram fbr
a 4l mph crash is appreciably less than the 37Vz
inch total crush distance indicated in that figure.
Hence, additional crush space is available for
absorbing the greater energy associated with
higher speed impacts. In view of these f'actors,
the structural design was accepted for the final
RSVs built f'or test in Phase IV in order to enjoy
the compatibility attendant to the low early de-
celeration (3, 6) pulse.

l'he data from high-speed crashes of the RSV
into the sides of other cars are, in general, not
very conclusive with regard to compatibility but
do provide specific infbrrnation liorn which con-
clusions can be drawn, As an example, let us
review the side impact test included in Figure 6
in which the RSV impacted the sirle of another
vehicle at right angles when both cars were rnov-
ing at 35 rlph (8) (49 mph relative impact ve-
locity). Dummy occupant responses were all very
low compared to FMVSS 208 criteria limits. The
test objectives were satisfied, but lbr compati-
bility assessment, since both cars were moving
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at right angles at the time of impacr, all the com-
ponents of each pulse are required to identify the
resultant decelcration pulses. In this case, the
tunnel Y or lateral data were elinrinated from the
RSV information because they were f-clt to be
unreliable; hence, a direct comparison of the re-
sultant accelerations of both vehicles is not pos-
sible. Reconstruction of similar data fiom other
available inlbrrnation on the RSV rails. etc.. is
not apt to be worthwhile since, unfoftunately,
other similar lateral acccleration data (fbr in-
stance for the front door ancl ftrr the B pillar) for
the car struck by the RSV are also unavailable.
As a result, all that can be presented is a simple
comparison of the impulse shown by the RSV
tunnel X (longitudinal acceleration near the c.g.)
to that of the tunnel Y (lateral acceleration near
the c.g.) of the struck vehicle. That infbrmation,
taken from an early draft of the test report (8),
is included in Figure I I to give a rough, first-
order approximation of the relative values de-
veloped. lt seems from these data that the struck
car is stiff-er, its resistance or g values lead and
exceed those shown for the RSV at least in the
first portion of impact, The abrupt drop in g value
at about 50 nrsec afler the initial contact is be-
lieved to be associated with tailure of the rear
door of the struck vehiclcs. Adrnitredly, this
brings up the question of whether the RSV is
aggressive or the other car fiagile. The acceler-
ation level on either car did not reach 20 g,
Hence, the RSV does not appear to be aggressive
in this inrpact. ln general, these curves are rea-
sonably similar both in character and values.
They tend to support the contention of compat-
ibility, but unfortunately, the inforrnrrtion is
really not sufficient to pnrvide a valid comparison.

The occupant responses in the struck vehicle
particularly when compared to FMVSS 208 re-
quirements provide another way to as$ess com-
patibility. In the 35 mph right angle crash dis-
cussed above (tJ) in which rhe cars exhibited 49
mph relative impact velocity, the responses of
the occupants of the struck Japanese car are
shown in Figure l2 along with the requirements
fbr FMVSS 208. In addition, for comparison,
data are shown from an identical rest except in
this case both the struck and striking cars are also
the same make and moclel production car at the
same weight and speed (13) as rhar hit by the
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RSV in the previous side test. The data show that
the driver of the vehic:lc struck by the RSV sur-
vived; he did not when the striking vehicle was
the production car. The rcar $eat occupant, Io-
cated on the struck side of the impacted vehicle,
did not pass FMVSS 208 requirclltents in either
of the tests. Although the position of the impact
on the struck car miry have had an influence on
the relative maenitucles of the chest accelerations

of the front and rear ()ccupants and, in acldition,
rnay be significant in rcgard to the failure of the
rear door hit by the RSV, the similarity of the
general level of the occupant responses clearly
demonstrates compatibility. The fhct that the
driver of'the car struck by thc RSV is the only
occupant to indicate survival demonstrates com-
patibility superior to that of the Japanese pro-
duction car.

RSV -  1421 ks  TUNNEL x  (LONGITUDINAL)

-  OTHER CAR,  l4?0 ks  TUNNEL V (LATERALI

T I M E .  M S

Figure 11. Perpendicular impact of RSV into other vehicle (each car at 35 mph).

Figure 12. Injury criteria developed by struck car occupants.
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The conditions and vehicle responses for the
head-on car-to-car collision perfbrmed in Japan
(7) are given in Figure 13. The surnrnary of oc_
cupant results in Figure 6 indicates the RSV oc_
cupants survived the 80 mph closing speed crash.
The test successfully drrcumented RSV corlpli-
ance with FMVSS 208. Three component accel_
erometers were mounted in the RSV and the other
car on the tunnel between the two fiont sears
close to the center of gravity of each vehicle. As
noted, the maximum crush for the RSV was 639
mm, that for the opposing car was 695 mm,
indicating a difference of ahout seven percent.
The maximum g's developed in the two vehicles,
55 in the RSV and 5l in the orher car, ditfer by
about eight percent. To compare the pulses, Fig-
ure 14 has becn prepared to show the X accel-
eration component (the vector aligned with the
original longitudinal direction of motion of the
vehicle) plotted against dellection fbr each car
on the same chart. The variations are similar and
in the appropriate sense, even though the maxinra
occur at different times and at different displace-
ments. ' l 'he 

area under each curve is indicative
of the energy dissipated by the structure of each
vehicle. Figure l5 shows sirnilar infbrmation. but
in this instance the resultant acceleration firr each
car is plotted against time.

A discussion of events during the crash is per-
tinent. At the start of the pulse the bumpers of
the two vehicles meet and the compliant nose of
the RSV is rapidly dellected and perhaps pene-
trated by the more rigid bumper of the other car.
This is inl'ened from the absence of lnad builil-
up at the c.g, of the RSV and by the initial peak
in the pulse of the opposing car wirh the stip in

its load rise probably caused by the collapse of
the energy'absorbing devices in its bumper. From
data included in a draft of the tesr report (7), it
appears that the bumper or rail of the opposing
vehicle penetrates the RSV nose and strikes the
RSV oil pan or transaxle in the first iive milli_
secrtnds with suflicient force to develop a thou_
sand g's in the RSV oil pan acceleration trace by
the end of l0 msec. It is significant here that the
Z component of the RSV tunnel acceleration con_
firms this incident with an abrupt vertical rise in
acceleration in the same tine frame. This adrli_
tional accreleration also seents to explain the dif_
ference between first peak value of the resultant
acceleration trace of the RSV (Figure 15) and
that contained in the X component alone in Figure
14. Not only is this scenario supporred by the
slow build-up of acceleration with displacement
of the RSV tunnel X accelerometer near the c.g.,
but it is substantiated by a synchronous rapid
change in engine acceleration in the data of ref-
erence (7). Further corroboration is provided by
the fact that rhe peak of the initial RSV X com_
ponent pulse attains a value of 30 g's, which
considerably exceeds the strength of the RSV
nose supporting structure indicated in previous
crush tests or in any of thc eirrlier frrtntal barrier
tests of which Figure l0 is rypical.

The collapse of'the f'ront structure of both cars
after their fore and aft decelerations peak at the
30 g level in Figure 14 is followed by a load
build-up that occurs as the firewall unA U,rOy
structure impinge upon the engine, tiont axle,
etc., which, in turn, are reposing against those
parts of the opposing vehicle. The fact that the
rate of the g force build-up with time or deflection

, i

PARAMETER

WEIGHT, kg ( tbs l

VELOCTTY km (mphl

MAXIMUM CRUSH mm ( in l

MAXIMUM DECELERATTON (s l

TIME AT MAXTMUM DECELERATTON (msec)

1476 (32541

64.5 (40.31

638 mm (25.1)

55

41

1471 (3243)

65.3 (40.81

685 (271

5 1

5 1

Figure 13. Hesults of head-on car-to-car coilision staged in Japan.



is less rapid in the RSV as each peak is ap-
proached, in turn, indicates that the RSV is the
less aggressive; the relative similarity of the char-
acter of the two pulses indicates cornpatibility,
Certainly, the ability demonstrated by the sofi
nose to envelop hard points in opposing structure
suppons that thesis. From these data, it is con-
cluded that the RSV design is working approx-
imately as planned and that it has demonstrated
compatibility with other vehicles.

SUMMARY

tn thi preceding discussion, the results of
available car-to-car tes(s have been briefly re-
viewed to provide an indication of compatibility
or apparent aggressiveness that has been built
into the RSV. Clearly, these results show the
Calspan/Chrysler RSV to have compatibility su-
perior to a current production automobile. These
results were compared to design objectives, and
the methodology utilized in developing the ve-
hicle structure to meet those goals was reviewed
in an eftbrt to identify improvements in proce-
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dures or concepts that could be useful for future
designs. It is not sufficient to say that the RSV
performs adcquately as a research vehicle in con-
formance with the design objectives; the results
also must be examined to determine what can be
learned fiom the RSV program as a whole. [t
appears that the three-zone concept used in the
design is appropriate but difticult to apply: hol-
lows that occur in the resistance curve at low
deformation s represent ineffi c ient energy absorp-
tion; high values, aggressivity. With regard kl
restraints, however, it has been dentonstrated that
the RSV system has ameliorated deceleration
pulses to the extent that the occupant experienced
fewer g's than present in the environment in
which he was riding, The compatibility provided
by thc RSV design is an important factor in its
success. A more complete assesslrent of the
compatibility attained with the Calspan/Chrysler
RSV, particularly in relation to vehicles of dif-
f'erent size and desien, would define n()t onlv that
speci{ic achievemeit hut also the success ,if th"
methrid employed. Identification ol'the means of
achieving design goals in the RSV may well be
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14. Head-on car-to-car crash X component acceleration.
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Figure 15. Head-on car-to-car crash tunnel resultant accelerations.

a greater contribution to improving safety in the
total transportation systent than the demonstra-
tion thilt a sat'ety vehicle such as the Calspan/
Chrysler RSV can be produced for the mass
market.
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Calspan RSV

E. LUCCHINI and R. WEISSNER
Volkswagenwerk AG, Research and
Development

INTRODUCTION

In occasion of the "Seventh International
Technical Conference on Experimental Sat-ety
Vehicles" hcld in Paris (France) June 1979 re-
sults from experimental simulations of car-to-
pedestrian collisions between the Calspan RSV
and a 50 percentile male dummy respectively a
6 year old child dummy were presented.Il]

l2 tests were performed-seven tests with the
50 percentile male dummy and five tests with the
6 year old child dummy. The irnpact speeds were
15, 20 and 25 mph. The same bumper type was
used lor all tests.

Thrs Progress Report describes a similar test
series with a modified bumper type. The purpose
of this investigation wa$ to prove whether there
are significant differences between the loadings
and kinematics of the impacted pedestrians under
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Experimental Simulation of Car-to-Pedestrian Collisions With the

similar impact conditions caused by the bumper
modification.*

Description of the Experiment Setup

The equipment, which was used for the tests
(the same which was used in []), is described

[2J . Fig. I is an overall view of the entire facility .
Detailed information about all the components
of the equipment can be taken from the literature
mentioned above.

Dummy
Two dummy types were used for the tests (the

same which were used in ill):

- Description of the bumper modification:
- no change in the bumper styl ing
'change of stitfness from ... shore to ... shor€
(The changes of stiflne8s are unknown to the authors; unfor-
tunately no informations about the physical properties of the
bumpers were given by the NHTSA)



SECTION 3 ;  RESULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELOPMENT

. 50 percentile male dummy, type Hurnanoid

572--50P
. 6 year old child dummy, type Humanoid

572-6c

The dummies are shown in figures 2 and 3.
The dummies wcre instrumented with three axis
accelerornctcrs located in the hcad, the chest and
the pelvis. In addition the 50 percerrtile male

dummy was equipped with two other accelerom-
eters in each leg to measure the latcral acceler-
ation of the knees and the l'eet.

Test Car

The test car was a Calspan RSV (Research

Saf'ety Vehicle). Because a driveable car was not
avai lable a "buck" 

[ ]  was used (s.  Fig. 4).
The buck was mounted on a movcable barrier

(s. Fig. 4). ' l 'he barrier was equipped with a brake

system (s. Fig. 5) which was activated in the

moment of impact ttt simulate an eulergency

Figure 2. 50 percentile male dummy, type Hu-
manoid 572-50P.

braking. Diving of a real car was simulated by

conesponding fixation of the huck on the barrier,

Test Program
The test program was similar to that described

in I l and corresponds to the test plan defined by
NHTSA. Table I shows which tests wcrc per-
fbrmed with the 50 percentile malc clummy and
table 2 those performed with thc child dutttmy.

Figure 1. Equipment used for simulating vehi-
cle-to-oedestrian col I isions.

Figure 3. 6 years old chi ld
manoid 572-6c.

1 6 7

dummy, type Hu-.



Test
Nr.

lmpact Speed (mph)

1 5 l z o l r s
Hood lmpact Area

hdrd I  nqrt

412
420� x x
4 1 0
414 x x
4 1 8
422 x x
4 1 1
4 1 6 x x

421 x x
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Table 1. Tests with the 50 percentile male
dummy.

Figure 4. Calspan RSV-Buck.

Table 3. Results of tests with the 50 percentile male dummy.

Table 2. Tests with the chi ld dummy.
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Test Results
The numeric results of the tests are presented

in tables 3 and 4. In addition the main results for
the primary impact are presented in figures 6 to
9 .

Figures l0 and I I show the movement of the
dummy-head relative to the car. The influence
of the dummy size on the impact area is obvious.
There is no significant influence of the impact
speed, which was varied between l5 and 25 nrph,
on the impact area.

Conclusion
The purpose of this Progress Report is to an-

swer the question whether the behaviour of the

Table 4. Results of tests with the child dummy.

Calspan-RSV during a car-to-pedestrian collision
as described in [] is significantly influencc-d by
the modification of the fiont end regarding its
stiffness,

This question has to be answered with ilno"

on the basis of the results given above. And it
was stated already in [ ] it is inrpossible to es*
timate the overall efliciency of the Calspan-RSV
regarding pedestrian safety in real accident sit-
uations. This is due to nrainly two facts:

. The number of tests for each parameter com-
bination is to srrrall in order to draw statistical
secure conclusions. It is well known. that the
reproducibility of car-to-pedestrian collisions
is very poor concerning the dummy loadings.

Figure 7. Max. res. chest acceleration vs. im-
pact speed.
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. The tests were made under very special con-
ditions. Up to now it is impossible to correlate
the dummy-test results to the real accident
situation Ior mainly three reasons:
-limitation of test parameters in comparison

to the real accident situation,
-insufficient simulation of the pedestrian by

the dummy and
-insufficient protection criteria for the im-

pacted pedestrian.

Figure 8. Sl vs. impact speed.

Figure 10. Movement of the dummy-head rela-
tive to the Calspan-RSV; 50 Percen-
t i le male dummy.
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Figure 9. Max. res. pelvis acceleration vs. im-
pact speed.

Figure 11. Movement of the dummy-head rel+
tive to the Calspan-RSV; 6 years old
child dummy.

"C-RSV's") f iom May 1979 to August 1979,
according to the t'Memorandum of Agreements
Concerning Test Program frrr Research Sat'ety
Vehicles" that had been concluded bctween the
Department of Transportation (DO'l') of the US
government and the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MlTl) of the Japanese
government.

Heport on Calspan/Chrysler R$V Tests

KATSUHIDE SUZUKI
Japan Automobile Research Institute, lnc.

ABSTRACT

Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc.
(JARI) carried out lirur types of tests on the Clal-
span/Chrysler RSV's (hereafter referred to as
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SECTION 3 :  RESULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELOPMENT

Collision Tests-Tests on collisions between
the C-RSV's and Japanese passenger cars in-
cluded a liontal collision test, two side col-
lision tests and a rear-end collision test each.
As a baseline test, another side collision test
between Japanese passenger cars was also
carried out.
Handling, Stability and Braking Perfornrance
Tests-Tests were carried out on nine items
for the hanclling and stability, antl on three
items tbr the braking perfbrmance of the C-
RSV's .
Visibility Tests-The field of direct view
tests, the field of indirect view tests and light-
ing equipment tests were carried out fbr the
C-RSV's .
Fuel Economy Tests-"EPfuCombined Test"
and the " 1O-mode test" based on the "Safety

Regulations fbr Road Vehicles" set fbrth by
the Ministry of Transport (MO'l') of Japan
were carried out for the C-RSV's.

Figure 1.1. Collision modes between GRSV's and J-Cars.

The foregoing four types of tests will be dis-
cussed in this report.

COLLISION TESTS :

1. Outline of Coll ision Tests

Collision tests were carried out between the
C-RSV's and Japanese passenger cars (hereafter

referred to as "J-Cars") aimed at the collection
of various data for the evaluations of occupant
protection performance, compatibility and ag-
gressivity of the C-RSV's.

Collision lllodes

Collision modes and impact velocities of the
five tests were as follows (ref'er to Figure l.l).

. Test No. l-Frontal collision of the C*RSV
(No. 8) with a J-Car both at 64 knr/h (40

mph)'

&
fil: ,

I

ii
I :

Test no. 1 Test no' 2 56 km/h (BS mph)
Test no' 3 

s6 km/h (3s mph)

'J-Car

o-1) 1,%ffi|, 
''i:;' J-Car

(f-3)

64 km/h
(40 mph)

RSV{07
(c-2)

56 km/h
(35 mPh)

RSV{08
(c-1)

Test no.4 Test no. 5 56 km/h (35 mph)

RSV{08
(G1)

HSV.OOT
(G2)

72 km/h
(a5 mph)

J4ar
(rs) l***^

| (35 mph)

km/h
mph)
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. Test No. 2-Side collision of the C-RSV (No.
7) front into a J-Car side of 90"; both at 56
km/h (35 mph).

. Test No. 3-Side collision of J-Car front into
J-Car side of 90o; both at 56 knVh (35 mph).

. Test No, 4-Rear-end collision of stationary
C-RSV (No. 8) by a J-Car fiont at 72 krn/h
(a5 mph).
knth (45 mph).

. Test No. S-Side collision of a J-Car fiont
into the C-RSV (No. 7) side of 90'; both at
56 km/h (35 mph).

Test Vehictes

J-Cars to be used in collision tests with the C-
RSV's were selected under the conditions that
they were equivalent to thc C-RSV's in terms of
vehicle weight, number of seats and number of
doors, and that they were of the same vehicle
type having the sarne specifications with thosc
exported to the USA.

Six J-Cars were employed in the tests, and
they were temporarily named as "T-1" throrrgh
*'T-6" respectively (refer to Figure l.l). For

convenience of preparation, the RSV-008 ancl the
RSV-007 were renamed as "C-1" and "C-Z',

respectively
The weight of each J-Car was adjusted as iden-

tical as possible to the weight of the C-RSV's by
adjusting the quantity of stoddard solvent and by
loading sand bags, etc. on the vehicle.

Table I .l shows the major specifications and
occupant restraint systents of the vehicles.

Dummies

Four AM 50 percentile Hybrid-Il dummies
approved by the Part 572 were employed in rhe
tests.

2. Test Equipment, Measurement and
Data Processing

Collision Test Equipment

The C-RSV collision tests were carried out at
the crash tc'st facility of JARI shown in Figure
2, I . The collision test facility is capable of ac-
celerating and colliding a test vchicle, wcighing
up to 2,800 kg, to the velocity of 130 km/h, The

Over bridge Data recording bus

Control
room
Barrier Guide rai l Tow road

Photographic Preparalion room
rlnt i

15o \ *-----
-

J H \
N * -  \Tow road

Power plant room

tension

Figure 2.1. Automotive crash test facility.
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SECTION 3 :  RESULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELOPMENT

major component of the driving system wa$ a
douhle drunr with half-looped wire. but many
mechanisms such as the aborting tnechantsm
were incorporated in the driving system to allow
precise speed control, good repeatability, exten-
sive adaptability to tests.

Electronic Measuring and Data Processing
Systems

l) Elu'tronic Measuring System and Data Pro-
cessirtg Sl'slern

Since the numbe-r of data channels for elec-
tronic measurements in the C-RSV collision tests
was as many as 124 to 146, recordings were
made by using two sub-systems; the FM data
recurder and the P.C.M. (Pulse Code Modulation).

Analyses of those data were done accrlrding
to SAE-J2I lb. For durnmies, the [IIL- and the
chest SI were calculated according to FMVSS-
208. and the head SI was also calculated for
ref'erence. For spikes with durations less than
3ms, we cut off at the level of 3ms each, and
the respective value was read out.

2) Measttrements of Sn Degrees of Freedom of
Dumml* Head

In order to obtain rotational angle accelerations
around three axes, two single axial accelerome-

Table 1.1 Major specif icat ions of C-RSV and
J-Car.

ters were installed to the front, side and top of
the head of each dummy (refer to Figure 2.2),
in addition to a conventional three axial acceler-
ometer attached to the center of gravity of the
head. These accelerometers were f'or thc meas-
urernent of six degrees ot lieedom of the head,

Figure 2.2. Locations of accelerometer for
mea$urements of six degree of free-
dom of the head.

li
'ri
rd
! - ' 1

i1

:i

z
X1: Longitudinal axis --- GX
Y1: Lateral axis -** GY
21: Vertical axis --- GZ
X2: Longitudinal axis --- TX
Y2: Lateral axis --- PY
Z2: Vertical axis --- FZ
X3: Longitudinal axis --- PX
Y3: Lateral axis --- FY
Z3: Vertical axis --- IZ

Configuration (mm)

X Y z
X1 - 18.0 0 0

Y1 0 - 18.0 0

z1 0 0 0

x2 * 18.0 -42.O 0

Y2 0 - 18.0 - 76.6

72 54.9 0 0

X3 - 18.0 0 - 76,6

Y3 54.9 - 18.0 0

z3 0 - 42.0 0

ll = 54.9 (mm)
l z=  -42 .0 (mm)
13 = -76.6 (mm)

C-RSV J-Car

Overall length (mm)
Overallheight (mm)
Overallwidth (mm)
Curb weight (kg)

4520
1350
1700
1213

4700
1380
1680
1280

Restraint systems
L.F.

R.F.

L.H.

F,H.

St'g wheel
air bag

2P. torso
air bag

3P. seat
belt
lE.L.R.l

3P. seat
belt
lE.L.R.l

3P. seat
belt
lE.L.R.l

3P. seat
belt
lE.L.R.l

2P, seat
belt
tE.L.R.l

2P. seat
belt
lE.L.R.l



3) Coordinates
The coordinates of dummy and vehicle body

electronic measurements were as shown in Fig-
ures 2.3 and 2.4. The femur loads of a clummy
are indicated as positive values for tensile loads
while compressive loads are indicated as negative
values.

Optical Measurements

Ten high speed camera units were used for
each collision test, and qualitative and quanti-
tative analyses were made fbr the dummies and
test vehicles. Figures 2.5,2.6 and 2.7 show rhe
locations of the high speed cameras in frontal,
side and rear-end collision tests.

(c.c.'ot petvis

X axis: acceleration forward (+ )
Y axis: acceleration from left to right (+)
Z axis: acceleration down (+)

Figure 2.3. Coordinates of dummy.

(+) acceleration from
left to right

( + ) acceleration
forward (+ ) acceleration

down

Figure 2.4. Coordinates of vehicle body,

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 2.5. Locations of high speed cameras
for frontal collision.

Figure 2.6. Locations of high speed cameras
for side col l is ion.

Vehicle Body Measurements

The defbrmation measurements of vehicle
hody were 

-done 
by measuring the dimensions

between predetermined points of the vehicle be-
fore and after collision using three dimensional
measuring equipment.

For the target vehicles in side collision tests,
photographs were taken before and after collision
using a Moire' photographing equipment (refer
to Figure 2.8). "Moire' photograph" represents
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Figure 2.7. Locations of high speed cameras
for rear-end collision.

the degree of defornration in ctlllisions with the
aid of Moire' stripe contour lines.

3. Outline of Test Results and Findings

tr'rontal Collision'l 'ests

The C-l and T-l vehicles were scherluled to
collide against each other with the target inrpact

velocity of 64 knr/h (40 mph) each. Measured

impact velocity of each vehicle was 64.-5 kmih
for C-1, and 6.5.- l  krn/h lor T-1. The point of

collision diff'ered fionr thc original point by

I lmnr. Two dutlmies were mounted to the liont

seats of C-l and 
'l '-l respectively.

Table 3.1 indicates the outline ttf test results.
Figure 3.1 shows thc relat ivc displacement be-

twcen the C-l and I-l analized trom the high

speed lilms, and Figure 3.2 shows thr-' conditiotts
of thc test vehicles at the tirne of tnaximum dis-
placernent.  Figures 3.3 and -1.4 indicate the di-

mensions of thc C- | and T- I before and after
co l l i s ion .

l) Restraint S-ysterts
Air Bag: 

'l 'hc 
occupant restraint system for the

left front dummy of the C- I was a steenng air
air bag. As ludges by the high speed filrn, the

air bag started to inflate at about l3ms afier col-

lision and comtrletecl the intlation at -30rns and

SECTION 3: FESULTS OF ESV/FSV DEVELOPMENT

Figure 2.8. Moi16 photographing equipment.

contacted the dummy's chest. Approximately at

35ms af ier cul l is ion, the dummy's chin contacted

thc air bag anrJ at -50rns or so, and the entire face

contacted the air bag.
Atier collision, the air bag completed its in-

flation prior to the forward travel o1'thc durlrny'

Hence the opelt t t ion of thc air  bag was sat is lac-

tory. 
'fhe 

HIC of the left front dumtny was 319,

and the chest SI was 410.
The bchavior of the T- I left front dummy re-

strained by a three-point seat bel t  with E.L'R'
was as follows: afier the entire steering wheel

and the dutnmy's chest contactcd each other' the

duntmy's fotehead cotltactcd the instrurnent panel

in front of the steering. As a result. thc HIC was

l616 ant l  the chest SI was 1445. both cxceeded

the injury criteria value of 1000.
Fronr the fbregoing results, it was calculated

that the ()ccupant protection of the ail bag was

ful ly sat is lactory.
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Table3.1. Outline of frontal coilision test resutts flest no. 1).

Car no. C - r  I  T - 1
Test weight (kg)
lmpact angle (deg)
lmpact po$it ion (mm)
lmpact velocity (km/h)
Max. crush (mm)
Max. intrusion (mm)

tl t l  |  1471
0

11 left
64.5 | 65.3
638 | 685
80 | 180

Restrainl L.F.-alr bag L.F.-3P. seat belt(ELH)
R.F.-2P.torso air belt R.F.-3Pseat bett(ELR)

Observations (car no. --- C.1)

Glazing L.F. door glass damaged and the front windshield entirely cracked.

Doors Doors were kept closed upon testing.

Restraints Both air bag and air belt operated properly.

Fuel $ystems No leakages.

Observations (car no. --- T-1)

Glazing The lront windshield lower unit was damaged by lhe cowl top, and
entirelv cracked.

Doors Doors were kept closed upon testing. Unable to open or close all doors.

Restraint$ Both 3-points belt $ystems operated properly.

Fuel systems No leakages.

Car No. c - 1 T * 1

Dummy position L.F, R.F. L.F, H.F.

Vehicle max. acc. (G)
(Near C.G. of
vehicle)

F
X
Y
z

54
- 5 1

1 1
-23

50
- 4 9
- 1 0

33

Occupant iniury
criteria

Hrc
HSI
csl

319
376
410

444
503
322

1616
2304
1445

1 130
1465
628

Dummy h6ad max. acc. (G) R
X
Y
z

45
-44

1 6
_ 2 8

43
-37
-28

1 8

127
-97
-12

86

87
*62
-25

5g

Dummy head max.
angular acc. (rad/sz)

X

z

2041
- 2SgS
-2312

3093
- 3050

2617

- 51?6
7797
4190

- 5982
-12?9.2

1 1491

Dummy chest max. acc. (G) R
X

z

49
-48

a

_ 1 3

37
-30
_ 1 5
-22

120
-  1 1 9

24
- 1 9

55
-41

40
- 1 0

Dummy pelvis max. acc. (G) R
X

z

47
_ 4 7
-12

22

44

1 8
* 1 1

56
-50

J T

34

50
-40

1 1
41

Dummy femur max. load (kg) R
L

- 474
- 838

- 685
-  512

568
339

726
268

Air helt max. load (kg) 85S

Seat belt max. load (kg) s
T
B

651
645

7U
451

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

*The maximum values of acceleration of the dummies and vehicle bodie$ represent the values
where the holding time in the spike exceeded 3 ms,

** Each dummy head angular acceleration values calculated by nine accelerometer$ method.
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SECTION 3: BESULTS OF ESV/B$V DEVELOPMENT

Figure 3.1. Refative displacement between C-l
and T-1. Figure 3.2. Upon maximum displacement.

60.8

40 '.
o.

20f;
0

6 2 0
O

X
E
E 1 0
I
ci
cn
E O

100 M
Tlme - ms

Pre-test
(mm)

Post-test
(mm)

L ,S . R.s. L.S R.S.
A
B
c
D
E
F
u
H
I

J
K

1774
2337
251
150

2376
2771
538

1465
790

1245
BB5

1774
2337
251
150

2476
2771
538

1465
790

1 245
885

1 383
2336

41
149

2328
?775
555

1 465,r?_

1383
2336

41
149

2328
2775
555

1 465
725

Figure 3.3. Compartment dimensions before and after collision [C-1].

Flgure 3.4. Compartment dimensions before and after collision [-1].

Air beh: The right front dummy's restraint sys-
tems on the C-l was an air belt started to inflate
at lSms or so, and completed its inflation at 30ms
or so. Nearly the entire face of the durnmy con-
tacted the inflated air belt. As a result, the HIC
qrils fi^{. and the chest SI was 322.

The right front dummy of the T-l was re-
strained by a three-point seat belt with E.L.R.,
but the chin-chest contact was observed, and the
entire face underwent secondary collision to the
instrurnent panel. As tr result, the HIC was I 130,
and the chest Sl was 628.

Pre-test
(mm)

Post-test
(mm)

L.S R.S. L.S. R.S.
A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I

J

K

1873
2472

165
158

2520
2930
530

1 485
805

1 294
947

1 870
2472

165
158

2540
2945
532

1 470
775

1 304
9s7

1300
240Q

0
190

2520
2775
455

1 450
680

1 290
880

1 340
2404

0
190

2540
2850
535

1440
700

1305
895



EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Although any dummy restrained by a three-
point scat belt cannot avoid the chin-chest contact
in most cases, which rcsults in high valucs of
HIC and chest Sl. the air belt was effective in
improving durruny protection peforrnance through
the avoidance of chin-chest contact.

'I'hc head rotational acceleration around the Y
axis and the T- l right fiont durnmy wa$ - 12,21)z
rad/s'�which was more than fourlblcl as compared
with the value of - 3,050 rad/sr of the C-l right
front dummy. Hence it was demonstrated that the
air belt had prevented a sudden rotation of the
dummy's head. Furthermore, the air belt pre-
vented the second collision of dummy's head
against thc instrument panel, demonstrating ex-
cellent performance as an occupant restraint
system.

Knee Puds: Aimed at the protection of occu-
pant's knees and thighs, the C-l had knee pads
utilizing aluminum honeycomb. Nevertheless, no
significant effect of the knee pads was observed
as far as the f'emur load values of the C- I corn-
pared with values of the T-1.

2) Comparison of Acceleration Wavefdrms

Figure 3..5 shows the resultant acceleration of
tunnels of the C-l and the 1'-1. Occurrences of
peaks of acceleration waveforms, their values,
durations, etc. ol both vehicles were very sirrrilar
to each other.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the comgrirrison of
the C- I ancl T- I left front dummy's resultant head
acccleration, and thc comparison of the C-l and
T-l right fiont dummy's rcsulttrnt hcad accclcr-
ation. Since both dummies of the T-l contacted
with the instrunent panel at 80ms or so, the
maximum acceleration must have occurred at that
point.

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show comparisons of re-
sultant chest accelerations of left fiont durnrnies
and right front dummies of both vchicles. Sinc:c
the lefl front dummy's chest of the T- l contacted
with the steering wheel at 7-5ms or so, the max-
imum acceleration must have occuned at that
point. No spikes were observed in the accelera-
tion wavefbrms of the C-l dun-rmies, thus the air
bag and the air belt must have preventecl the

o
I
o
{

Time - ms

Figure 3"5. Comparison of tunnel resultant acceleration of C-1 and T-1.



SECTION 3: RESULTS OF ESVTRSV DEVELOPMENT

Figure 3.6. Gomparison of G1 and T-1 left front dummy's resultant head acceleration.

u
I

o
TJ
{

Time - ms

Figure 3.7. Comparison of C-1 and T-1 right front dummy's resultant head acceleration.

o
I'. 100(J

{

Time - ms
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(5
I

a
o

Time - ms

Flgure 3.8. Comparison of C-1 and T-1 left front dummy's resultant chest acceleration.

Time - ms

Flgure 3.9. Comparison of C-1 and T-1 right front dummy's resultant chest acceleration.
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SECTION 3 :  RE$ULTS OF ESV/HSV DEVELOPMENT ,-d
il'|

:i

4;,r,

s e c o n d a r y  c o l l i s i o n  t o  s t r u c t u r e s  i n  t h e

compartment,

Rear End Collision Test

The test was conducted by colliding the T-l

front encl to the rear end of the stationary C-l

with the target impact velocity rtf 72.5 krn/h (45

mph). Consequently, the actual impact velocity

was 72.5 krl/h, and the position of the collisitln

was such that the't-5 vehicle centerline deviated

to the lefl by 5mm against the C- l vchicle cen-

terline. Two dummies were mouttted on the rear

seats for the C-l (right rear and lefi rear seats),

and on the front seats for the T-5 respectively.

Table 3.2 shows the outline of the test results.

Figure 3.10 shows the relative displacentent

between the C- I and thc T-5 as analyzcd from

high speect l i lms, whi le Figure 3' l l  shows the

conditions ol' the test vehicles upon Inaxlnlulll

d isplacement.  Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the

vehicle dimensions of the C-I and the T-5 hefore

and after collision.

l) R e s t r ai nt,S-v.llerts
The restraint systems of two dummies installed

on the C-l rear seats were three-point seat bclts

with E.L,R. As iudged by the belt load data,

however, the seat belts showed slight effective-

ness unly upon rebounding of the dumnries.

The left rear dummy's HIC was l2l, and the

chest SI was 104, while the right rear dumtny's

HIC was 126 and the chest SI was 90, both show-

ing good results. The rear top of the lefi rear

dummy, however, contacted the rcar parcel tray.

It was assumed from this that the head reclined

rather markedly to the rearwttrd direction. It will

be thus desirable to install some head restraint

system for the prevention of occupant's whip-

lash, though it may create an obstacle fbr rear
visibility.

Side Collision Tests

Test conditions for side collision tests that were

carried out three ti 'mes were as follows; the col-
lision should be of right angle side collision while

both vehicles were running, and the target imptrct
velocity shoulcl be 56km/h (35 rnph). Namely,
the bullet vehicle centerline was collided against
the vertical line going through the hip point of
the dummy seated at the left front seat of' the

tareet vehicle,

As a result, the impact velocity of the C-2
(bullet vehicle) was 55.7 kmih and that of the T-

2 ( target vehicle) was -55.1 krn/h in the' lest No-

2. As fbr the position of the collision, the C-2

vehicle centerline was 26lmnl forward firlrn the

target position ttf the T-2. The angle formed be-

tween the cettterlines o[ both vehicles upon col-

l is ion was 87'30' ,
ln the Test No. 3, the impact velocity of the

T-4 (bullet vehicle) was .56.1 knr/h and that of

the T-3 (target vehicle) was 56.5 km/h' Both

vehicles collided at such a position that the T-4

vehicle centerline was g6trtm ibrward fiom the

target position of the T-3. The angle lormed be-

tween the centerlines of both vehicles upon col-

lision was tltl '40'.
ln the Test No. 6, the impact velocity of the

T-6 (bullet vehicle) was -55.5 km/h and that of

the C-2 (target vehicle) was 55.3 knr/h. Both

vehicles collided at such a position that the T-6

vehicle centerline was 35tlm forward tiom the

target position of the C-2, The angle lbrmed be-

tween the center l ines of both vehicles was

90030'.
Two dummies were ntounted on the front seats

of each bullet vehicle, and one dutnrny was

placed at the left fiont seat and lelt rear seat

respect ively for each target vehicle.  Tables

3.3-3,5 show out l ines of results of the three side

col l is ion tests.  Figures 3.14-3.2-5 show the rel-

ative displacernents as analyzed fronr high speed

films, conditions of test vehicles upon maximum

displacement, vehicle dimensions and interior

dimensions before and after collision.
Figure 3.26 shows continuous photographs in-

dicating behaviors of both vehicles with intervals

of 50ms, as ttrken out frotn high speed films'

Table 3.6 shows the rotational anglcs of each

vehicle with intervals of 50ms' assutling that the

angle upon collision was zero.

l) Compurisons of Dummy Test Rri,ru/ts

Conrparisons of HlC, SI,  etc.  of  thc dut lmies

of target vehicles (C-2, T-2 and T-3) used in the

three side collision testri are made in the fbllow-

ing; that is, the lefl front dummies ancl the lefi

rear dutnmies are compared concerning HIC' SI ,
etc. (refer to Figure 3.2'7).

The restraint system for the C-2 leti front

dummy was an air bag, and that for the C-2 left

rear dummy wa$ a three-point $eat belt with

iu
..,i

fi

: r

*1j

)

1 8 1



EXPERI  MENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Table 3.2. Outline of rear.end collision test results (Iest no. 4).

Car no. c - 1 T - 5

Test weight (kg)
lmpact angle (deg)
lmpact position (mm)
lmpact velocity (km/h)
Max. crush (mm)
Max. intrusion (mm)

1398 1396

72.5
359
20

0
5 lefl

0
569
44

Restralnt L.R.-3P. seat belt (ELR)
R.R..3P. seat bett (ELR)

L.F.-3P. seat belt (ELF)
R.F.-3P seat belt (ELR)

Observations (car no. c-1)
Glazing Rear windshield damaged, both left and right window glasses at the

trunk room side were removed.

Doors Rear door opened by 1/3 upon collision, unable to open or close L.R. and
R.R. doors.

Reslraints Both seat belts operated properly.

Fuel systems No leakages.

Observations (car no. r.5)
Glazing No abnormalities.

Ooors Doors were kept closed upon collision, unable to open or close all doors.

Restraints Both seat belts operated properly.

Fuel systems No leakages

Car No. T * 5

Dummy posit ion L,R. R,R. L.F R.F

Vehicle max. acc. (G)
(Near C.G. of
vehicle)

R
X

z

1 5
- 1 5
- 2

tt

1 9
- 1 9

- J

- 9

Occupant injury
criteria

HIC
HSI
csl

121
193
104

126
196
90

142
185
76

g7
109
60

Dummy head max. acc. (G) R
X
Y
z

46

1 3
I J

44
. M
- 7

23

34
-29
- 6

22

20
-26
- 3
1 9

Dummy head max.
angular acc. (rad/s2)

X

z
1928
3673

- 2136

s2s
5424

- 1775

- 1095
3160
1944

771
1 189

- 532
oummy chest max. acc. (G) H

X

z

33
31

- 1 5

30
2S
6

10

26
-26

3
- 1 0

21
-2'l
- 3
- 5

Dummy pelvis max. acc. (G) F
X

z

34

6
- 1 3

39
37
- s

I

n
-27

1 1

27
-24
- 5
1 2

Dummy femur max. load (kg) R
L

- 147
- 183

- 292
-  182

a 139
- 179

-  191
EIU

Air belt max. load (kg)

Seat belt max. load (kg) s
T
B

1 1
55

73

38
76
90

468
230

481
287

.The maximum values of acceleration of the dummies and vehicle bodies represent the values
where the holding time in the spike exceeded 3 ms.

-. Each dummy head angular acceleration values calculated by nine accelerometers method.
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Figure 3.10. Relative displacement between C-1

SECTION 3: RESULTS OF ESV/FSV DEVELOPMENT

and T-5

Figure 3.12. Compartment dimensions before and after collislon [C-1]

and after collision [-5]

183

Figure 3.1 1. Upon maximum displacement

Pre{est
(mm)

Posttest
(mm)

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

L.S.

1383
2336

41
149

2328
2775
555

1465
725

1245
885

R.S.

1383
2336

41
149

2328
2775
555

1465
725

1245
885

L.S.
1310
1982

79
-50
1997
2388
552

1469
727

1270
910

R.S.

1359
1872

20
65

1888
2287
570

1454
707

1295
925

Pre-test
(mm)

Post-test
(mm)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

L.S.

1873
2472
165
158

2520
2930
530

1485
805

1294
947

R.S.

1870
2472
165
158

2540
2945
532

1470
775

1304
957

L.S.
1502
2476
162
152

2520
2903
530

1480
787

1323
976

R,S.

1687
2479
- 2 6
152

2522
2896

525
1482
767

1322
970

Figure 3.13. Compartment dimensions before



Table 3.3. Outline of side collision test results fl'est no. 2).

Car no. Q - 2  |  T - 2

Test weight (kg)
lmpact angle (deg)
lmpact position (mm)
lmpact velocity (km/h)
Max. crush (mm)
Max. intrusion {mm)

1421 | r+zo
87'30'�

261 forward from T.2 driver's H,P,
55.7 55.1
171 520

n 3S0

Restrainl L.F. air bas lL.F.-SP. seat belt (ELH)
R.F.-2P.torso airbelt I H.F.-3P. seat belt(ELH)

Observalions (car no. --- G2)

Glazing No abnormal i t ies.

Doors Doors were kept closed upon collision. All doors could be opened or
closed after collision.

Restraints Both air bag and air belt operated property.

Fuel systems No leakages.

Obseruations (car no. --- T.2)

Glazing L.F. door glass damaged. No other abnormalities.

Doors Doors were kept closed upon collision. The opening and closing of Fl.F.
and L.F. door impossible.

Restraints Both seat belts operated properly.

Fuel systems No leakages.

Car No. c - 2 T - 2
Dummy position L,F. R.F L.F. L,R
Vehicle max. acc. (G)
(Near C.G. of
vehicle)

H
X
Y
z

:l;
- 6

1 5
- 7
1 4

Occupant injury
criteria

Hrc
HSI
csl

I
35
26

60
BB
24

M
75

193

181
2n
651

Dummy head max. acc. (G) R
X

z

1 5
- 1 5
- 8

I

21
1 9

_ 1 6
I

v

1 7
n

42
-25
n
34

Dummy h6ad max.
angular acc. (rad/s2)

X

z

1336
1741
1525

2028
- 979
1841

-#74
1903
'1762

772Q
3965
3744

Dummy chest max. acc. (G) R
X

z

1 3
- 1 0
- 9

1 4
- 1 3
- 6

-  1 1

49
- 8
49

- 5

no
_26

87
1 3

Dummy pelvis max. acc. (G) F
X

z

29
-27
-24

t E

22
- 8
1 1

-20

- 1 1

1 3

112
- 8
108
28

Dummy femur max. load (kg) R
L

- 348
- 305

-93
- 104

108
- 167

* 387
145

Air belt max. load (kg) 355

Seat belt max. load (kg) S
t
B

307
143

182
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.The maximum u"tr"= ot acceleration of the dummies and vehicle bodies represent the values
where the holding time in the spike exceeded 3 ms.

** Each dummy head angular acceleration values calculated by nine accelerometers method.
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Table 3.4. Outfine of side collision test results (fest no. 3).

Car no. T - 3 T - 4
Test weight (kg)
lmpact angle (deg)
lmpact position (mm)
lmpact velocity (km/h)
Max. crush (mm)
Max. intrusion (mm)

1426 1429
88'40'�

96 forward from T.3 drivels H.P.
56.5
370
240

s6.1
258

0
Restraint L.F. seat belt(ELR) |L.F.-3P. $eat belt (ELH)

L. R. -2P.seat bel(ELR)IR.F -3P.sear betr(ELFt)

Observations (car no. --- T.3)

Glazing Front windshield cracked (one Crack only), L.F. door glass and L.B. door
triangle window glass damaged.

Doors Doors were kept closed upon collision. Unable to close or open L.F., L.R.,
R.R. doors.

Reslraints Both seat belts operated properly.

Fuel systems No leakages,

Observations (car no. T-4)

Glazing No abnormali t ies.

Doors Doors were kept closed upon collision.

Restraints Both seat belts operated prop€rly

Fuel systems No leakages.

Car No T - 3 f A

Dummy position L,F. L,R L , T FI.F

Vehicle max. acc. (G)
(N6ar C.G. of
vehicle)

R
X

z

20
- 6
16
1 5

'14
_ 1 2
- 1 ?
- 6

Occupant injury
criteria

HrC
HSI
CSI

78
87

359

22A
lbt

441

45
47
21

g2
1 1 4
21

Dummy head max. acc. (G) R
X

z

37
-  1 1

J3

25

4B

32
46

16
1 3

- 9
1 3

47
?6
36
23

Dummy head max.
angular acc. (rad/sl)

X

z

- 6326
- 1S78

1 523

- 5827
7371
1690

632
1047
777

7121
- 4598

1 795

Dummy chest max. acc. (G) R
X

Z

70
- o

70
o

7g
_23

7S
- 1 5

1 3
- 1 3
- 5
- 3

1 2

10
- 7

Dummy pelvis max. acc. (Gi R
X

z

93
24
86
1 1

- 4
1 6
63

22
1 6
1 7
1 4

1 f
- 7

_ 1 2
7

Dummy femur m$(. load (kg) R
L

-54
trt

-  131
- 572

- 129
- 100

74
50

Air belt max. load (kg)

Seat belt max. load (kg) S
T
B

::: iii
135

412
196

266

t3l

t :

*The maximum values of acceleration of the dummies and vehicle bodies represent the vatues
where the holding time in the spike exceeded 3 ms..- Each dummy head angular acceleration values calculated by nine accelerometers method.
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Table 3.5. Outline of side collision test results (test no. 5).

- The maximum values of accelerat ion of the dummies and vehicle bodies represent the values
where  the  ho ld ing  t ime in  the  sp ike  exceeded 3  ms.

** Each dummy head angular accelerat ion values calculated by nlne accelerometer method.

Car no. c - 2 T - 6

Test weight (kg)
lmpact angle (deg.)
lmpact position (mm)
lmpact velocity (km/h)
Max. crush (mm)
Max. intrusion (mm)

1419 |  tArA
90"30'

35 foruard from C-2 driver's H,P.
55.3 | ss s
110 l 487
90 28

Flestraint L.F,-Air Bag
L.H.-3P. Seat Belt (ELH)

L.F.-3P. Ssat B€lt (ELR)
R.F.AP. Seat Belt (ELF)

Observations (Car no, - - -G2)

Glazino L.F. and R.F. doors and trunk room left side olass were dameo€d.
Doors Doors were kept closed upon collt8lon. unable to open or clos6 L.F. ano

L.Fl. doors.
Flestraints L.F. air bao and L.R. $point seat belt operated properly.
Fuel svstems No leakaoes.
Observations ( u a r n o .  * - -  r { ] }
Glazing No abnormalit ies.
uoors Doors were kept closecl upon collision. unable to open or close all 000rs.
Restraints Both seat belts ooerated Drooerlv.
FUeI SyStemS No leakaoes.

Car no. C * 2 T - 6
Dummy po$ition L.F, L.R. L.F. R.F.

Vehicle max. acc. (G)
(Near C.G. of
vehicle)

R
X
Y
z

16
- 8
13

- 8

19
-17
-  1 1

1 8

Occupant injury
criteria

Hrc
HSI
csl

54
71
70

577
694
422

102
125
83

47
59
41

Dummy head max. acc. (G) R
X
Y
z

25
-12

1 6
20

94
25
83
39

23
- 1 8
- s
1 9

1 7
- 1 6
- 7
10

Dummy head max,
angular acc. (rad/s2)

X
Y
z 1)n

6320
9217
3413

761
1502
1249

895
1269
795

Dummy chest max. acc. (G) R
X
Y
z

32
-  1 1

31
- 4

80
- 1 3

80
- 7

28
-28
* 8
_ B

1 8
-17
- 1 0

7

Dummy pelvis max. acc. (G) R
X
Y
z

1 8
- 8
't7

7

4g
- 8
10
49

4g
-rm
_ 1 2

1 4

?3
- 1 9
-21

I

Dummy femur max. load
(ks)

R
L

-93
65

103
-s4

- 238
-374

-  131
- 108

Air belt max. load (kg)

Seat belt max. load
(ks)

S
T
B

46

107

520
323

357

]T
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Max:802 Time:91
m. i
40 1

ci
20.e

o

100
Time - ms

Figure 3.14. Relative displacement between
C-2 and T-2.

Figure 3.15. Upon maximum displacement.

Pre-test
(mm)

Post-test
(mm)

L.S. R.S. L.S. R.S.
A
B

D
E
F

H
I
J
K

1774
2337
251
150

2376
2771
583

1 365
790

1 245
BB5

177 4
?337
251
150

2376
2771
583

1 465
790

1 245
885

1 451
2329
414
150

2359
2767
536

1 458
800

1 290
956

1619
2330
245
147

2376
2787
537

1460
825

1275
946

Figure 3.16. Compartment dimensions before and after collision [C-2].

Figure 3.17. Gompartment dimensions before and after collision [-2].

Pre-test
(mm)

Post-test
(mm)

A
A1
B
B 1
c
c1
F
G

6S2
693
685
685
980
98?

1 336
2508

685
5 1 3
665
360
990
950

1 3 1 0
251 3
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and T-3

Figure 3.20. Compartment dimensions before and afier collision ['"3]

before and after collision [4]

188
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M a x : 7 1 7

100
Time - ms

foo
l- 20

Jo
200

^20
I
x

E r o
I

ci
6

E 0

Figure 3.18. Relative displacement between T-4

Figure 3.19. Upon maximum displacement

Pre-test
(mm)

Post-test
(mm)

A
A1
B
B1
c
c1
F
G

692
693
685
685
980
982

1336
2508

690
515
685
473
981
996

1315
2506

Pre-test
(mm)

Posttest
(mm)

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

L.S,
1873
2472
165
158

2520
2930
530

1485
805

1294
947

R.S.
1870
2472
165
158

2540
2945
532

1470
775

1304
957

L.S.
1488
2470
384
154

2526
2903
533

1480
803

1330
986

R.S.
1687
2479
492
154

2523
2904
530

1485
955

1295
950

Figure3.21. Compartment dimensions
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Figure 3.22. Relative displacement between T€
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and c-2

Figure 3.24. Compartment dimensions before and after collision [C-2]

before and after collision [T€]
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Figure 3.23. Upon maximum displacement

Pre-test
(mm)

Post-test
(mm)

A
A1
B
B1
c
c1
D
D1
E
E1
F
G

620
620
624
624
954
953

1348
1348
1495
1490
1094
2370

615
550
6 1 5
578
957
958

1355
1353
1499
1495
1086
2386

Pre-test
(mm)

Post-test
(mm)

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

L.S.
1873
2472
165
158

2520
2930
530

1485
805

1294
947

H.S.
1870
2472
165
158

2540
2945
532

1470
775

1304
957

L.S.

1487
2474

- 146
155

2519
2897
528

1475
777

1 3 1 4
950

R.S.

1704
2479

72
152

2525
2905
528

1480
770

1280
927

Figure 3.25. Compartment
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Fioure 3.26. Vehicle motion after side collision.

Table 3.6. Rotation of target and bullet vehicle
after side coll ision.

Car No. I-2 C2 T-3 T4 AZ TS

Rotation Rotation Rotation
I lme (ms) (degrees) (degrees) (degrees)

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
50 0.3 0.4 1.4 1.0 2] 0.9

100 8,3 8.9 8.8 8.3 11.1 8.0
150 17.7 21.3 18.6 20.6 19.9 17.9
2m 26.6 32.2 28.6 31.8 28.4 26.4

+ : anticlockwise
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Figure 3.27. Comparison of dummy'$ results of target vehicles.

E.L.R. using an energy absorbing wehbing. For
the T-2 and T-3 lefl front durnmies, a three-point
seat belt with E.L.R, was used respectively, and
for the left rear dummies, a two-point seat belt
was used respectively.

. Comparison of Left Front Dummies of the
Target Vehicles
-Dummy Head (HlC): The HIC of the C-

2, T-? and T-3 was 54, 54, and 78 re-
spectively. The HIC's o1- the durlrnies re-
strained by an air bag or three-point seat
belt were thus nearly equivalent.

-Dummy Chest (SI): The SI of the C-2, T-
2 and T-3 was 70, 193 and 359 respec-
tively, alllong which the result of the C-2
dummy was the best. This is considered
a$ attributable to the fact that the intrusion
in to the compartment was the srnallest fbr
the C-2, and to the ef'fbcts ol the door side
padding and the air bitg.

-Dummy Pelvis: Acceleration data could
not be obtained fbr the T-2 left front
dummy because the measuring cable f'or

the pelvis Y axis accelercmeter was crushed
upon collision. 'fhe maximum resultant
acceleration ol- the C-2 and T-3 (the value
at which waveform durat ion exceeded
3ms) was lttG and 93C respectively, The
value of the C-2 dummy was thus remark-
ably lower than that of the T-3, which may
be due to the eff'ect of the aluminutn hon-
eycomb attached inside the door, as well
as to the suppression of the degree of in-
trusion into the compartment owing to the
reinforcement of the door.

. Comparison of Left Rear Dummies of the
Target Vehicles
-Dummy Head (HIC): The HIC of the

dunrrny installed on the leli rear seat was
57'7 for the C-2, ltl l lbr the T-2. and 220
for the T-3, among which the HIC ol ' the
C-2 dummy was the highest.

The contact between each dumrny's head and
the compartment was judged by the traces of

i;'i

ii

,ii

' j

i
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Grease Paint applied onto the dummy's head
prior to each test. As a result, it was lbund that
the left sides of the C-2 and T-2 dumnies' heads
contacted the upper part of the respective C-pil-
lar, while the left forehead and the left eye of the
T-3 dummy collided against the C-pillar, Of the
above, the traces lefl by the C-2 dummy were
the greatest and clearest, indicating that the
dummy had the severest impact.

-Dummy Chest (Sl): The Sl of the T-2 dummy
had the greatest value of 651 arnong the three
dummies. the SI of the C-2 and T-3 was 422
and 441 respectively, nearly equal values. As
far as SI was concerned, however, no signif-
icant eff'ect of the C-2 door padding was
observed.

-Dummy Pelvis; The maximum value of the
resultant acceleration (the value at which the
acceleration waveform exceeded the duration
of 3ms) of the C-2 was 49G, the lowest value
of the three vehicles, followed by 77C of the
T-3 dummy and I l2G of the T-2.

The reasons for the above were possibly the
suppression of intrusion into the compilrtment
due to the reinforcement of the door, and the
bffectiveness of the padding installed inside the
door for the protection of pelvis.

2) Comparisons of Acceleration Waveforms of
C-2 and T-i.

Upon side collision tests, the C-l and the T-

3 were used as target vehicles collided by other
J-Cars. Comparisons of resultant accelerations
of both vehicle tunnels and resultant accelerations
of left front ancl rear dumtnies are shown in Fig-
ures 3,2tt-3.34.

By looking at the resultant accelerations of the

tunnels, a very sirnilar tendency can be found
between the two vehicles, though the acceleration
values differed to some extent.

Through acceleration waveforms of the left

front dummies of both vehicles as shown in Fig-

ures 3.29-3.31, it was found that the maximum

value of the T-3,dummy was higher than that of
the C-?, but the initial accelerations, the time at
which acceleration became the highest, dura-

tions, etc. of both vehicles were similar. For the

C-2 dummy, the maximum acceleration appeared
at the chest and the pelvis nearly at the same
time, and followed by the head acceleration. For
the T-3, the maximum accelerations appeared in

the order of the pelvis, chest and head.
Comparisons of resultant acceleration wave-

forms of the Ietl rear dummies of both vehicles,
as in Figures 3.32-3.-14, show that the values
were similar to the chests. Although the heads

o
I
ct
O{ t o

Time - ms

Figure 3.28. Comparison of tunnel resultant acceleration of C-2 and T-3.

1 9 2
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Time - ms

Figure 3.29. Comparison of C-1 and T-1 left front dummy's resultant head acceleration.

Time - ms

Figure 3.30. Comparison of C-1 and T-1 left front dummy's resultant che$t acceleration.
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o
I

(J

{

Time - ms

Figure 3.31. Comparison of C.2 and T-3 left front dummy's resultant pelvis acceleration.

(5
I

(J
(J

Time - ms

Figure 3.32. Comparison ol C-Z and T-3 left rear dummy's resultant head acceleration.
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Time - ms

Figure 3.33. Comparison of C-Z and T-3 left rear dummy's resultant chest acceleration.

'

Tlme - ms

Figure 3.34. Comparison of C-2 and T-3 left rear dummy's resultant pelvis acceleration.

' , 1

i1

., .1
;

:!
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of both dummies contacted the respective C-pil-
lar, it can be judged from waveftrrrns that the C-
2 dummy's head had a severer impact than that
of the other.

For the C-2 dummy, the maximum accelera-
tion appeared first at the chest, followed by the
head and pelvis nearly at the same time. For the
T-3 dummy, on the tlther hand, the maximum
acceleration appeared first for the chest and the
pelvis nearly at the same time, firllowed by the
head.

3) V ehitle DeJbrmations
Figure 3.35 indicates the maximum defor-

mations and the maximurn intrusions of all test
vehicles used in the side collision tests. As found
by the results, intrusions into the cotnpartments
of the hullet vehicles were negligible.

In respects of the maximuln dcformation and
the maxirnum intrusion, the C-2 had the smallest
values of all bullet and target vehicles.

Figure 3.36 shows the exterior shapes of the
three tareet vehicles before and alier collision.

Figure 3.36. External deformations at each section.

Each shape represent$ the Y-Z section going
through the hip points of the fiont and rear
dummies.

For the T-2 and the T-3. the rear door de-
formation was greater than that of the front
door, while for the C-2, both deformations
were nearly equal. The C-2 deformations were
signilicantly smaller than those delormations

Figure 3.35. Deformations of test vehicles used
in side coll ision.

Test no.2 Test  no.3
l-1 Max. cru$h
ffi Max. intrusion

600

E
F+ 400
'E
d

E aoo
o

T.2 Q-2 T-3 14 C-2 T.6
Target Bullet Target Bullet Target Bullel
Vehic le Vehic le Vehic le Vehic le Vehic le Vehic le

500 1000 Pre-teBt

Posttest
Scale (mm)

Rear passenger H.P. l lne
T"2 (Test no. 2)

Rear passenger H.P. l ine
T-3 fiest no.3)

Rear passenger H.P. l ine
C-2 tTest no. 5)

Front passenger
H .P .  l i ne

Front  passenger H.P.  l ine Front passenger H.P. l ine Front passenger H.P. l ine
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of the T-2 and T-3, indicating the effect of the
body reintbrcement.

Figures 3.37 and 3.38 show Moire, photo_
graphs of the C-2 before ancl afier collision.

SUMMARY

Frontal Collisions

Frontal collision tests were canied out while
both the target vehicle and the buller vehiclc were
running (64 knr/h). The conditions of inflation
of the air bag and the air helt installed on rhe C-
I as occupant protection systems were good. As
a result, the HIC of the lefi fiont dummy pro-
tected by the air bag was 319, and rhe HtC of
the right tiont dummy prorecred by the air belt
was 444, the chesr peak G being 49G and 37G,
the chest Sl being 410 and 322 respectively. ' l 'hus

the FMVSS-208 injury criteria were sarislied.

Rear End Collisions

The front end of the T-5 was colliclecl asainst
the rear end of the stationary C-l with the iirpact

SECTION 3 :  HE$ULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELoPMENT

velocity of 72 km/h, The results show that the
HIC's, SI's, erc. of the left rcar durlrrry and the
right rear dummy of the C- I satisfied the FMVSS-
20tt injury criteria. Nevenheless, as it can be
judged that the clummy's head rearward bending
was great upon collision, it is desirahle to install
sornc protective device to suppress the rearward
bending.

Side Collisionb
Right angle side collisions were dr:rne three times

while both vehicles were running (56 krn/h).--
. The vehicle defbrmation on the collided side

of the C-2 (target vehicle) having reinfirrced
structure was remarkably .smaller as compared
with the T- l  and the 

' I -3.

. Furthermore, owing to the suppression of in-
truslon into the compartment and the padding
installed inside the door, the acceleration
value of the dummy's pelvis was decreased
significantly.

. Hr)wever, the left rear dummy's head collided
against the C-pillar, which resulterl in a high
acceleration value.

Figure 3.37, Moir6 photograph before coilision [C-2J_test no.5.

Figure 3,38. Moir6 photograph after coilision [C-2]_test no. S.
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HANDLING, STABILITY AND
BRAKING PERFORMANCE

The C-RSV was a vehicle having curb weight
1213 kg (2675 lb) and wheelbase 2.695 m (106

in). The tires mounted on the vehicle were flar
proof tires of size 185/70 HR 13 (Goodyear)'

All the tests were carried out on the test courses
of JARI (cement concrete and asphalt paved

roads having skid numbers between 70 and 80
stipulated by ASTM standard) by skilled test

drivers. Although the rated riding capacity of the

C-RSV was 5 persons, the vehicle was loaded

to the riding capacity of 4 persons by excluding
the krad corresponding to the passenger for the

middle rear seat. The loading condition for han-

dling and stability tests was set to 60 percent of

the load comesponding to four passengers. The

loading condition for the braking performance

tests was set to the gross vehicle weight equiv-

alent (GVW) in which weights of four passengers
and trunk were included.

u , l
F I

$ l a
b, lE( t ) l
o t

100

B I
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S l '
, E  l s )B I E
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' t r  

l =
o l -
E I E
E'|fi 40' = l

f l
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s l
E l s r

El8
o l
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30 40
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0 1 0

(Clockwise)
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0.3G -o

0.4G'- - - - - '
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,--itlHtl==-J

20 50 60 70

Figure 1.1. Steady state yaw response.
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1. Steering
Steady State Yaw Response

To verify the steady state steering character-
istics, the test vehicle was subjccted to titeady
state circular turns according to the specified ve-
hicle velocities and lateral accelerations. The
value obtaineil by dividing the steering wheel
angle by thc steering gear rtrtio (23.+) was used
as the front wheel angle. The test results are
shown in Figure l .  l ,  which met the range ol ' the
RSV Specilication, [n case where the turning
directions ditfered (CCW), the degree of under-
stecr was slightly more intettsilied than the resrrlts
shown in Figure Io l  (CW). Although changc-s in
the steering characteristics at lateral acceleration
below 0.49 did not show significant dif'ferences,
the results when the vehicle velocity exceecled
60 km/h and lateral accelcration 0,59 showcd a
slightly upward tendency as cotnpared with the
rcsults when the ac:celeration was 0.49.

Transient Yaw Response

To verily the transient steering characteristics,
a ramp-stepwise steering input of 500 deg/sec or
higher was applied to the vehicle while it was
being driven straight at the vehicle velocities of
40 knr/h and I l0 km/h, so that final steady state
lateral acceleration becamc 0.4e, 

'Ihe 
test results

are shown in Figure 1.2. Since the "time zero"
in the Figure was whcn one half of the totul steer
input arnplitude was reached, some values were
observed prior to the time zero. Except lirr the
stafling point, all other results met the RSV
Specilication.

Returnability

To confirm thc behaviours of the vehicle when
the driver's hands were released fiom the steering
wheel while the vehicle was turning, the steering
wheel was crlmpletely released lrom thc driver's
hands at predetermined points while the vehicle
was making a steady state circular turn at the
specified vehicle velocities and lrrtcral accelera-
tions. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 represent the test re-
sults, all of which met the RSV Specification.

2. Handl ing

Lateral Acceleration

This test was to see whether or not lateral ac-
celeration of the vehicle could clear the sgrecified
values while the vehicle keeps steady state cir-
cular motion. The results are shown in Figure
2.1 . The values indicate those at the peak in each
test sub-itern, and do not nccessarily represent
the maximum attainable on that vehicle. This
RSV met the Specification thnrughout all test
items.
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Figure 1.2. Transient yaw response.
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Figure 1.3. Returnability (yawing velocity).

Control at Breakaway

The vehicle should return to an original cir-
cular path within 4 sec. when the throttle is shut
at the position of 3 m deviation outward fiom
that original circle after a gradual acceleration to
cause that deviation. The original $teady-state
circular rnotions are with maximum lateral ac-
celeration under fixed control. The radii of 30 m
and 70 m in combination with two directions of
CW and L-CW are specified. The results are
shown in Figure 2.2. The vehicle perforntance
is satisfactory.

Crosswind SensitivitY

The test vehicle was run in front of a crosswind
generator with the steering wheel fixed, towards
the straight forward direction. The vehicle run-
ning locus in 2 seconds after the receipt of
cross wind was measured by a course deviation
measuring equipment. As shown in Figure 2.3,

F igure  1 .4 .  Returnab i l i t y  ( re la t i ve  head ing
angle).

the test results satisfied the RSV Specification.

Pavement lrregularity Sensitivity

The test vehicle was operated in a straight for-
ward direction with the steering wheel fixed on
the course which pavement had a fixed ridge.
The lateral deviation fiom the course was meas-
ured 2 seconds after ridge contact. As shown in
Figure 2,4, the test results satisfied the RSV
Specilication, ln addition, the lateral course de-
viation was scattered in this test.

Steering Control Sensitivity

The vehicle was operated steadily on a circular
path with yaw angular velocity of 2 deg/sec. Fig-
ure 2.5 represents the test results, showing some
difference between left and right turns. The test
results satisfied the RSV Specification. The test
vehicle had a manual steering system (no power
assist) .
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Flgure 2.1. Lateral accef€ration.

3. Overturning lmmunity

Although two test items, i.e., the drastic steer
and brake maneuver test which is the combination
of steering and braking, and thc slalom course
test with pylons were required by the RSV Spec-
ification. our test was limited to the slalom test
due to test schedule limitations.

Slalom

The test was carried out by operating the test
vehicle at a velocity of 80 knr/h on a slalom
course with I I pylons spaced at 30 nr intervals.
In this test, the vehicle velocities were so ad.;usted
that the vehicle velocity upon entering the course
and the average vehicle velocity while running
on the pylon course did not go helow the specilied
velocity. The test vehicle did not ovefturn in each
of the three tests.

SECTION 3: FESULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELOPMENT

4. Braking Performance
Braking Effectiveness

To demonstrate the relationship between the
deceleration and the brake pedal frlrce of the test
vehicle, the test was carried out tbr three different
cases; i.e., in case of normal $ystem operation,
servo (booster) failure and partial system lailure.
The test results are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.?
and 4.3. All the test results satisfiecl the RSV
Specilication. The pedal force against decelera-
tion of 0.69 under normal conditions was l8 kg,
and the ratro (servo multiplying factor) of the
pedal fbrce between the normal condition and
where the booster failed at the deceleration of
0.4g was approximately 3.1.

Stopping Distance

To check the distance necessary to bring the
vehicle to a stop fronr a predeterrnined vehicle
velocity, straight line braking tests were carried
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2.0 3.0

Time(sec)

Figure 2.2. Control at breakawaY.

out three times for each condition of normal sys-

tem operation, servo (booster) fhilure, partial

system failurc and prttportioning valve failure.

The initial vehicle velocity was set as 96 km/h'

and the width of the lane was 3.7 m. As shown

in Figure 4.4, the test results show that the ve-

hicle stopped at shorter distance than those in the

RSV Specrification. The stopping attitude was

also good. The vehicle did not deviate fiom the

lane 3.7 m in width, and stopped without causing

lockups of wheels.
'fests for braking in a tum under nofmal con-

dition were also carried out. The vehicle was

subjected to braking while operating in a circular

path of radius 108.8 m (357 ft) at a velocity of

64 km/h. Figure 4.5 shows the results. While

bringing the vehicle to a stop within the RSV

Specification, the inner tiont and rear wheel were

locked up. In this case, the stopping attitudc was

also good, and the vehicle did not go out of the

lane 3.7 m in width.

Parking Brake

The parking brake test was conducted using
an inclined road o[ 30 percent grade. In this test
a $ervice brakc was employed to stop thc test
vehicle. An operational force was applied in steps
to the parking brake lever to release the service
brake in such a manner that the vehicle could be
maintained under stationary conditions for longer
than 5 minutes. Figure 4.6 shows the results. The
uphill operational force exceeded the specifica-
tion slightly.

5. Some Considerations
The summary of test results of the C-RSV

concerning handling, stability and braking per-
formance was indicated in Table l. Secondly, a
comparison of perfonnance characteristics was
made between the RSV and Japanese cars having
the sarne vehicle wcight and nutnber of seats,
which was one of research obiectives.
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Figure 2.3. Grosswind sensitivity.

The characteristics of kinetic performance are
affected not only by the vehicle weight but also
by the dimensions represented by wheelbase, as
well as by the drive mechanism such as FF (Front
Engine, Front Drive) or FR (Front Engine. Rear
Drive), etc. Additionally, the kinetic perform-
ance of cars solcl on the market is apt to differ
substantially by the particular usage ol'the vehicle
at the present stage, In this sense, a direct com-
parison is not possible between the RSV and Jap-
ane$e cars even though the vehicle weight and
the number of seats are identical.

Therefore, a comparison was made here be-
tween the test results of the C-RSV and the ki-
netic perforrnance characteristics of Japanese
cars that were obtained from the available per-
formance data. The handling and stability char-
acteristics were compared in terms of understeer

characteristics, while the braking performance
was compared in terms of brake effectiveness.

Figure 5.I is the comparison of the test results
of the C-RSV and the linear analysis for steady
state yaw response against a lateral acceleration
of 0.4g. Here the constant K represents what is
called "stability factor", that may be defined by
the following equatiolj_

(Yaw angular velocity) x (Wheelbase)

I + K V 2

(V: vehicle velocity)

The degree ofundersteer can be obtained fronr
the value of stability factor K. In Figure 5.1, it
is found by colnparison of the test results and the
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Table 1. Summary of handling, stability and braking performance test results of C-RSV,

Bequiremenl Test procedure Criteria Requirement mel

1. Steady state yaw re$ponse

2. Transient yaw response

3. Returnabil ity

Lateral acceleratlon

Control at breakaway

6. Crosswlnd sensitivity

7. Steerlng control sen$itivity

Pavement lrregularity

Overturn ing immuni ty9.

Steady turn, CW & CCW
(V = 20 -  120 km/h)

Ramp-step steer, Left & rlght
(V = 40,  110 km/h)

Steady turn, CW & CCW
(V = 40, 80 km/h)

Fixed control, CW & CCW
(30 m radius)

Fixed radius, CW & CCW
( 3 0 m & T 0 m r a d i u s )

22 m/sec. crosswind gust,
Lef t  & r ight
(v = 20 .- 120 km/h)

Fixed yaw rate turn, Left & right
(V = 20 - 120 km/h)

2.5 cm rldge, Left & right
(V = 20 -  120 km/h)

Slalom (30 m spacing)

Envelope
trend

Envelope

Yaw velocity at 2.0 sec
Yaw envelope

100% FaR (Design
value ot t ire pres$ure)
120% F&B
80% F&R
12OV,  F ,80% R
80% F ,120% R
100% F&R (wet)

Path convergence
in 4 sec

Course deviation
at 2.0 sec

Torque exceedence

Course deviation

No rollover

Yes
Not c lear

Ye$

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Ye$

Yes

Yes

10. Brake effectiveness

11.  Stopping d i$tance

12. Parking brake

Normal system operation
Part ial fai lure (1 ),(2)
Booster fai lure

Normal $y$tem operation
St ra igh t - l ine
Curve, CW & CCW

Par t ia l  f  a i lu re  ( ' l  ) , (2 )
Booster  fa i lu re
Propor t ion ing  sys tem f  a i lu re

30% grade
U p h i l l
Downh i l l

Envelope
Enve lope
Envelope

Less than 57.9 m
Less than 27.4 m
Less  than 121.9  m
Le$s than 106.7  m
Less  than 76 .2  m

Actuation effort
Less than 40 kg
Less than 40 kg

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
YeS
Ye$
Yes
Yes

No
Yes

calculated values obtained by linear analysis that
the understeer is K*0.002 s2/mr or so for right
turns (CW), while it is K:0.003 s'hn'or so fbr
left turns (CCW). Figure -5 . 2 shows a comparison
of steer characteristics between the C-RSV and
76 models of Japanese passcnger cars. Frorn this
Figure, it can he assurned that the steer charac-
teristics of the RSV are nearly equivalent to the

average characteristics of Japanese cars, although
some difterence was observed betwecn thr-: right
and left turns of the RSV.

Figure 5.3 is a cotnparison of brake pedal force
against a deceleration of 0,69 betweetr the C-
RSV and 73 models of Japanese passcnger cars.
It is also found that the test results agree l'airly
well with the mean values ot'Japanese cars.
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Figure 2.4. Pavement irregularity sensitivity.

VISIBILITY TESTS

Concerning the visibility performance of the
C-RSV, tests were carried out for the lleld of
direct view, the field of indirect view and the
lighting devices. Since the design attitude of the
body and the location of R-point were not indi-
cated on the tested vehicle, a SAE 3DM was
placed in the vehicle according to SAE J 826b,
and the H'point was obtained to make it as the
reference point.

1. Field of Direct View Tests

Tests for the field of direct view were carried
out t() determine the extents in nteeting the re-
quirements set forth in "FMVSS Proposed New
Standard, Field of Direct View [Docket No. 70-
7 ;  Not ice  51" .

The implemented test items and the outlines
of the test results were as indicated in the fol-
lowings (ref'er to Table I for the details).

Monocular Obstruction Angles. The obstruc-
tion angle in the Zone I (A pillar at the driver's
side) did not meet the requirement. The obstruc-
tion angles in the Zones II, III and IV met the
requirement respectively,

B i nottrlu' O hs t ruc I ion AngIe s. The obstruction
angle in the Zone I did not meet the requirements.
In the Zone II, however, the requirement was
met.

Presence or Absence of Obstructions in View-
ing Areu "A". Obstructions did not exist in the
Viewing Area A, hence the requirement was met,

Luntinous Transmittance of Witzdshield. The
luminous transmittance exceeded 70%, hence the
requirement was met.

2. Field of Indirect View Tests

Tests for the field of indirect view were carried
out to determine the extents in meeting the re-
quirements for the field ol'indirect vicw set forth
in "Rear View Minor Svstems, FMVSS I I  l -
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Figure 2.5. Steering control sensitivity.

Propoied Amendment [Docket No. 70-3a; Notice
4]. The implemcnted test items and the outlines
of the test results were as indicated in the fol-
Iowings (refer ttl Table 2 for the details).

Field of Vitw Without Test Occupnnr.r. While
the inside rear view mirror and the pas$enger's
side outside rear view mirror (right door minor)
met the requirement respectively, the driver's
side outside rear view mirror (left door mirror)
did not meet the requirernent.

Field of View With Test Occupanr.r. The re-
quirements were met for the Targets Q and SR,
but the requirement for the Target SL was not
met.

3. Lighting Tests

H'eadtamp ?"est. Newly developed single-beam
small rectangular headlamps (made by CIBIE)
were equipped on the C-RSV. In this test, the
luminous intensity distribution measurement and
the preparation of iso-luminous intensity cliagram
were conducted for the above mentioned
headlamps.

High Level Rear Signal Lamp Test. High level
rear signal lamps (combination lamps consistcd
of the turn signal lamp, stop lamp, and tail lamp
located from the top to the bottom in that order)
were equipped on the rear pillars of the C-RSV,
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Table 1. Field of dlrect view.

Reouirements Test results Compl iance

1)  Monocu lar bstruct ion angles, etc, Total
obstruct ion

angle

Total
rong.
widthTotal

obstruct ion
ang le

Total
long i tud ina l

w id th (from Vt) (from Vr)

Zone | (LF) d 1 1 ' Zone I 13.3"  |  10 .9 ' NG

Zone l l  (HF) < 1 1 ' Zone l l 6.8"  |  6 .3 ' O K

Zone lV (RR) 424" Zone lV ?0.0' 1 9 . 1 " OK

zone l l l (LB) <105% of  tha t
in  Zone lV

Zone l l l 102o/o O K

2) Binocular  obs t ruc t ion  ang le$

Number
o f

obstruction$

Total
obstruction

ang le

Number
o l

obstructions

Total
obstruction

a n g l e

Zone I { 1 46' Zone I 1 7 .80 N G

Zone l l 4 1 {6 ' Zone l l 1 4 . 1 O K

3) Unobstructed forward f ield of direct view.
Unobst ruc ted  w i th in  v iewing  area  A
viewed from V. and from V2, etc. No obstruction. OK

4l Luminous transmittance of windshield; 70% 74.2o/o OK

Table 2. Field of indirect view (rearview mirror systems).

.With req. of 55.5.3/FMVSS 111-PAlDkt 71-3a;Not.4l
- -Wi thout  req.  of  55.5.3. / -* -c lue-- - .

Requ i rements TeBt results Compl iance

1) Fleld of view without test occupants,

a) Mirror system: 95% of Target Q.
$ingle plane m,rrer: 75o/o of Target Q.

b) Single plane mirror: 75o/" ot Target SL.

c) Non-convex mirror,
or convex mirror,
with R = 40 - 60 in.: 75% of Target $R.

Room mirror: 100% of Target O,
- - - o u e - - -

Lef t  door mirror: 43.1% - of Target $L,
(73.7%" of Target SL).

Rlght door mirror: 100% of Target SB.

OK
OK

NG

OK

?) Field of view with test occupanl$.

Mirror systemi 65% of Target Q,
65% of Target SL,
65o/o oI Target SFl.

a) 100% of Target Q,
b)43 .1%.  o f  Target  SL,
c )  100% of  Target  SR.

OK
NG
OK
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Figure 4.1. Brake effectiveness for normal
tem ooeration.

EXPEFI MENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

SYS.

Figure 4.3. Brake effectiveness for partial sys-
tem fai lure.

Figure 4.2. Brake effectiveness for booster fail.
ure.

aimed at the improvement of the conspicuity at
the side and rear of the body. ln this test, lu-
minous intensity distributions of each lamps were
measured.

4. Fuel Economy Test
In line with the suggested plan of NHTSA, the

test item$ were selected as the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA)/Combined Test
and the so-called l0-mode Test specified in .lap-
anese Emission Control  Standard, with two
"runs" for each test item.

Test Results

I . The fuel economy figures for EPAIC ombined
Test:
. First run : 27.06 mile/gallon
' Second run : 27.21 mile/gallon

Details are listed in table l.

2. The fuel economy figures for the Japanese
l0-mode Test:

. First run:22.13 mile/gallon (9.41 km/litre)

. Second run ; 22.63 mile/gallon (9.62 km/litre)
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Figure 4.4. Stopping distance for straight line braking.
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Figure 4.5. Stopping distance for braking in a turn.
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Figure 4.6. Parking brake for 30 percent grade.

Table 1. Data summary of EPA fuel economy test.

Item Test
no.

Cold
transient Stabilized Hot

transient
City

mode
Highway

mode Combined

Fuel economy
(mile/gallon)

1
2

22.29
22.62

22.14
22.35

25.74
26.04

23.05
23.31

34.35
34.20

27.06
27.21

Emission
(gram/mile)

coa

co

HC

No*

1
2

371.9
365.9

397.6
393.5

337.1
333.5

375.7
371.4

257.6
258.8

1
2

1 3 . 8
14.4

1 . 6 0
't.70

4.09
3.93

4.80
4.94

0.30
0.24

1
2

1.44
1 . 1 5

o.24
0.23

0.37
0.36

0.53
0.46

0.09
0.09

1
2

1 .28
1.25

0.91
0.86

1 . 2 1
1 . 1 6

1 . 0 7
1.02

1 .66
1 .76
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of test results and linear analysis for steady state yaw response.
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The Hesults of Headform lmpact and Angled Barrier Tests on the
Calspan RSV

B. F.  SMITH
Motor Industry Research Association

S. P. F. PETTY
Transport and Road Research Laboratory

INTRODUCTION

This is a repofl of a frontal angled barrier of
a Calspan/Chrysler Research Safety Vehicle,
(R.S.V).  (Ref.1)+. The test was carr ied out at
the Crash Test Facility of the Motor lndustry
Research Association upon instructions from the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory and
forms part of thc continuing co-operation be-
tween USA and UK in the field of vehicle safety.
Other tests on the Calspan RSV have been carried
out by other European and Japanese organisations.

The test was covered by high speed cine cam-
eras loaded with colour fihns and still photo-
graphs were taken before and after the test. Also
the vehicle was instrurnented with dummies, ac-
celerrlmeters and load transducers. This report
includes selected photographs and specimen sig-
nals from the instrumentation. Full information
can be obtained from the cine films, the full set
of stil l photographs, the computer print-out and
the galvanometer traces,

The report also covers the comparison between
the R.S.V. angled barrier test, and a Chrysler
Alpine that was tested in a similar manner at the
MIRA crash test facility in 1977.

Objective
To assess the performance of the Calspan/

Chrysler RSV in the context of crash worthiness,
with particular attention being paid to the occu-
pant protection. Detailed objectives were:

a) To subject the Calspan/Chrysler RSV to a
60 km/h, 30' angled barrier crash test.

b) To subject the fiont of the Calspan/Chrysler
RSV passenger compartment to impacts by

EXPf FIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

an instrumented aluminum headform and
analysed to FMVSS 208 with regard to the
head injury criteria.

c) To compare the results of the Calspan RSV
test results with a standard production
Chrysler Alpine that had been crash tested
at MIRA in 1977.

TEST VEHICLE

The test vehicle was a Calspan/Chrysler Re-
search Safety Vehicle, identified by the figures
NHTSA I CRSV 005. The vehicle is based on
a Simca l30tt with numerous modilications to the
body structure and running gear. Calspan have
constructed the fiont end ol' the body shell in
three zones. In the first zone Calspan have aimed
at providing fbr the needs of pedestrian safety
and reduction of low speed impact vehicle dam-
age, To achieve this, a urethane foam moulding
has been used i'or the first l0 inches (255 mm).
In the second zone, Calspan have aimed at in-
termediate force level so as to provide limited
aggressivity over the next 12 inches (305 mm).
In the third zone, the design aims to develop a
larger force, so asi to provide occupant protection
in high speed impacts.

The vehicle was a 4-door saloon with a front
mounted transverse engine and automatic gear-
box assembly giving front wheel drive, It had a
left-hand drive steering system with a break-away
lower steering column member, designed to re-
duce rearward penetration during high speed im-
pacts. The windshield was of the laminated type,
and was bonded onto the vehicle. The road
wheels were fitted with flat-proof tyres and no
spare wheel was provided. There were no glass
windows in either of the starboard (right-hand)
side doors, and for the test, the port (left-hand)
side fiont window was wound down to assist in
the photography of the dummies,

The driver side dummy restraint system in-
corporates a steering wheel mounted porous ny-
lon airbag, with a sodium azidc inflator, and an
aluminium honeycomb energy absorbing knee
bolster. The tiont passenger restraint system in-* Ref'crcnces are listed at the end of the paper,
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corporates a motorised passive inflator torso belt
made with force limiting webbing and having an
inertia retractor reel, with a sodium azide inflator
mounted between the front seats, and an alumi-
num honeycomb energy absorbing knee bolster.
Both of these restraint systems were activated by
two parallel crash sensors, one mounted on each
radiator mounting side panel, with a dash mounted
diagnostic box integral back-up crash sensor, In
addition to the crash sensors. a contact switch
was located on the port side of the front bumper
blade. This was to trigger a back-up firing system
that would activate the restraint system 0.02 sec-
ond after the first contact in event of the primary
system not firing.

Vehicle Preparation
In preparation tor the test and to assist in the

analysis of the high speed films, the upper body

Figure 1. The vehicle on arrival for testing.

SECTION 3:  RESULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELOPMENT

I

exterior was painted matt yellow, the lower body
exterior white, the chassis members orattge, the
suspension green, the steering mechanism red,
and the fuel tank blue. Distance nrarkcrs were
fixed along the side of the vchic:le at the waist-
line, at 2-50 mm sprtcings, five more distance
markers were fixed to the roof centreline at 500
mm spacings, the centre one being in the transient
vertical plane through the centre of gravity as
calculated liom the pre-test wheel loads.

Before the test the vehicle was drained of all
fluids and the fuel tank was fil led with 54.5 litres
of Stoddard Solvent fuel substitute then 5% was
removed leaving 52 litres. 

'fhe vehicle complete
with instrumentation, onboard canrera with power
supplies, and two 50th percentile male duttrtnies
seated in the front designated seating positions
were weighed immediately befrxe the test. ' l 'he

wheel lotrds of the vehicle were;

Figure 2. The vehicle prepared for the test,
front of angled barrier.

i n

ffii*r

Figure 3. Starboard side dummy pr+test.
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Poft front
Starboard fiont
Port rcar
Starboard rear

3e4 kg (866 lb)
398 kg (t37s lb)
314 kg (6e0 Ib)
330 kg (726.s lb)

This gives a total  of  1436 kg (3157.5 lb) dis-
tributed with .557o on the front wheels.

The fiont seats were set with the centreline of
the bolt locating the D-ring on the sicle of the
seat 368 mm rearwarcl of the seat riser step on
the floor pan. After the setting of the seats, an
SAE 3-dimensional seat dcllection manikin was
used to determine the front seat h-point, so that
ECE 33 pre-test dimensions could be taken.

Twenty-five unbonded strain gauge accel-
erometers were fitted on to the vehicle structure
and were located as fbllows:

3 at the base of each of the two A-pusts,
mounted tri-axially,
I on each of the two longitudinal chassis
members behind the A-posts, mounted fore
and aft.
2 on top of the engine, one fore and aft, one
lateral.
2 on each of the two longitudinal chassis
members adjacent to the engine mountings,
to measure fore and aft and lateral.
One on each side of the vehicle adjacent to
the occupant restraint sensors,
3 mounted tri-axially on the chassis cross-
member just forward of the fuel tank.

- 1

Acceleration, $

Figure 6. Resultant acceleration of the port ,A'
post.

100 Time, ms 200

- 1

Acceleration, $

' Figure 7. Resultant acceleration of the star-
board'A' post.

Figure 8. Starboard side of the vehicle post-
test.

Figure 5. The vehicle during the impact.
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. 3 on each of the
members adjacent
axial lv.

two longitudinal chassis
to the fuel rnounted tri-

Acceleration, $

Figure 10. Resultant acceleration of driver's
head.

- t* i
Acceleratlon, g

acceleration of driver'$

Tension

Compression, kN

All of these accelerometers were fitted in ac-
cordance with a set of photographs showing the
positions used in a previous test.

Tensron

1 0

100 Time, ms 200

Compression, kN

Figure 13. Axial  force in dr iver 's r ight femur.

Acceleration, $

Figure 14. Resultant acceleration of pas-
senger's head.

100 Time. ms 200

Acceleration, $

Figure 15. Resultant acceleration of pas.
senoer's chest.

Figure 11. Flesultant
chest.

Figure 12. Axial force in driver's left femur.
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Contact switches were fitted to the vehicle
structure, to indicate contact times of the crll-
lapsing structure. These were located one on the
bumper blade at the point of lirst contact, one on
the front of the port wheel arch, one on the rear
of the port wheel arch, one on the port front
corner of the engine, and one on the prlrt rear
corner of the engine.

Noise measurements were recorded during the
impact to determine the noise level generated
during the inflation of the restraint system$. For
this purpose two /+" Condensor microphones
type 4136, mounted in a foam block which was
restrained in a position on the vehicle's centreline
and midway between the fiont occupants' head
positions by nylon cord, see Figure 19.

As already mentioncd, two 50th percentile
male anthropomorphic test dummies were seated
in the fiont designated seating positions. These
dummies were built. instrumented and calibrated
to the requirements of the Arnerican Code of
Federal Regulations Part 572. The instrumenta-
tion of the dummies consisted of 3 piezo-resistive
type Endevco723l C accelerometers with a range
of 0 + 750 g, positioned tri-axially in the head
and chest, also two load cells with a range of 0
+ l8 kN t() measure axial loads in the upper
legs. These dumrlies were installed in the vehicle
following the procedure as laid down in FMVSS
208.

Test Method
The test vehicle was towed up to speed by a

linear induction motor and released sorne 3
metres prior to impact with a I l0 tonne steel-

Tension
t

0 i

I-roI
Compression, kN

Figure 16. Axial force in passenger's left
femur.
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faced concrete barrier, Affixed to the face of the
barrier was a variable angled tace that was set
at 30o from thc perpendicular to the direction of
travel of the vehicle, and so as to impact the port
side of the vehicle first. The impact face was
covered by a sheet of ?0 mm plywood.

The speed of the vehicle was measured by
means of a cardboard fin which was nrounted to
the underside of the vehicle, cutting through two
light-bearl/photoccll units that spanned a dis-
tance of 670 mm, the last one occurring just
before impact.

As mentioned previously, the vehicle carried
instrumentation to record accelerations at various
positions on the vehicle structure, also contact
switches were fitted at various positions on the
vehicle structure where deformation was ex-
pected to take place. The signals from these trans-
ducers were recorded on a FM magnetic tape
recorder and in parallel on a UV galvanometer
recorder. A crystal-controlled oscillator was used
to provide timing and synchronising signals fur
all of the recordings. All fi ltering and subsequent
computation was carried out irccording to the rec-
ommendations of SAE Recommended Practise
JZl la. Primary analysis was by digitisation of
f.m. magnetic tapes into a digital computer.

The signal fiom each microphone was f'ed to
a Racal four channel F.M. tape recorder, via an
F.E.T. pre-amplifier type 2619, 60 m of micro-
phone extension cable (2 x A0 0029), and a mi-
crophone amplifier type 2603. Each microphone
was f'ed into twrt channels of the tape recorder
set to gains diffbring by l0 dB in order to en$ure
that the signature of the noise during the crash

Tension

I-  1 0 i

Compiession, kN

Figure 17. Axial force in passenger's right
femur.
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Figure 18. The vehicte installed in the static rollover rig in the second increment position.

:t
:;!

c,;]

'1rl
{i

test was obtained with a high signal to noise ratio.
A bkrck diagram of the recorcling equipment is
shown in Figure 20.

The bandwidth of the recorded data was lim-
ited at low frcquencies ro 3 Hz (- 3dB point) bV
the microphone and associated pre-amplifier and
at high {iequencies to l0 kHz by the tape recorcler
operating at 30 ips.

Two forrns of analysis were carried out on the
recorded signals. The pressure wavetbnn versus

time was plotted using the facilities provided in
a Hewlett-Packard 54204 digital signal analyser
in ordcr to show the instantaneous peak pressure
measured during the crash test. The HP _5420,4,
enables a detailed waveform to be obtained using
a wide frequency bandwidth. Repeaterl analysis
showed that the essential detail of the wavefbrm
was obrained with a bandwidth of 6.4 kHz.

The fiequency content of the signature was
obtained in octave hancls tiom 2.5 Hz to l0 kHz
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'  ; , , ; i i i l
r i  . r l l '
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Figure 19. The microphone instal lat ion.

using a Gen-rad 1995 integrating real time ana-
lyser set to "max-hold".  The "max-hold" fa-
cility enables a spectrum to be obtained of the
maxirnurn level (with a time constant of 0,125
s) in each octave band over the record length, It
should be noted that the surn rlf the octave band
levels will generally exceed that of the maxirnurn
overall level because the maxima in the octave
bands do not occur at the sarle time as the overall
maxitnutrt.

In addition, la high speed cameras, loaded
with colour filnr taking approximately 1000 pic-
tures per second, were used to provide a lilm
record of the test, The cameras wcrc provided
with the same tirning and synchronising signals
as the electronic recorders, so as to tie both sys-
tems together in time.

The test was followed by a static rollover tesq
the vehicle was rotated on its longitudinal axis
to each successive increment of 90'. ' l 'he vehicle
was rotated Iirst in the clockwise direction look-

J,/rdrit 4fjr

ing from the front followed by a roll in the anti-
clockwise direction lookinc from the fiont.

Accuracy of Measurements
The speecl measurement system is calibrated

at not more than one-nronthly intervals, and is
accurate to within + 0.SVa. The accelerometers
are calibrated once every two months ancl they
provide a conrputed result that is accurate to with
+ 5To. The dumrnies used were calibrated prior
to the test to the requirernents of American Code
of Federal Regulations Part 572.

Test Results

Detailed results ol the test have been supplied
in the form of computcr graphical and digital
outputs, galvanometer trace records, copies of
high speed films and stil l photographs of the ve-
hicle belbre and alier impact.

2 1 8
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. : 'd

Recording
equipment % " condenser microphone -.--

type 4136

FET preamplifier
type 2619

Extenslon cables
2x type A0 0029

60m length per microphone

Analysis
equipment

for waveform
analysis

for spectrum
analysis

Microphone
amplif ier
type 2603

2Hz-40kHz

Microphone
ampfifier
type 2603

2Hz*40kHz

1 2  3  4

Racal store 4
FM tape recorder

(All equipmenl Bruel and Kiaer unless othenruise stated)

Flacal store 4
FM tape recorder

Hewlett - Packard
5420A

digi tal  s ignal
analyser

Gen - Rad
1995

Tgrd octave
inergrating

real time analyser

Figure 20. Equipment used for measurement and analysis of inflatable restraint system noise.

,:;
:'#
$

".$

The Vehicle Structure

The vehicle speed just prior to impact was
measured to be 60,3 km/h. The position of the
vehicle after the test is showed in the diacram
on next page.

A measurement of the static crush showed a
shortening of 60 mm on the starboard side and
800 mm on the port side. These dirnensions were
taken from the metal work as there was some
considerable recovery ol'the urethane toam f'ront
of the vehicle.
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2 0 o  = A =

B =

Orginal direction of travel

Post test angle from original
direction of travel.

Starboard rebound from bar'
rier face.

The wheel base had lengthened by 35 mm on

the starboard side and shoftened by 254 mm on

the port side. This was due mainly to the dis-

placement of the front wheels. 
'Ihe rear wheels

were still free to rotate.
The laminated windshield that was boncled to

the vehicle was retained but examination showed

that there was some loss of adhesion along the

top edge of the windshield above the steering
wheel amounting to 23Va of the periphery' The

pressure from the drivers airbag appears to have

contributed to this and there was crazing of the

windshield radiating from this area.

AII of the doors remained closed and unlocked

during the impact, The starboard fiont door could

be opened by using the force that is normally
required for this operation. The port front door

could be ttpened 300 mm betore it came into

contact with the damaged front wing, it then
needed a force gradually increasing to 400 N to

open it to 700 mm, which was adequate to extract

150 mm = C = Port rebound from barrier
face.

825 mm = D = Lateral displacement of the
centre of gravitY.

the 50th percentile male dummy from the vehi-

cle, Both rear doors were jammed closed and

could not be opened without using mechanical

assistance.

The Passenger Compartment

The port side (driver) front seat was retained
in its original position during the impact, but it
was fbund that the starboard side (passenger) had

moved forwards by one increment on the seat

adjustment runner and had relatched'
The survival space that remained available in

the passenger compaftment could be assessed
against the requirements of the proposed ECE

Regulation 33, although the test was an angled

barrier irnpact and performed at a higher irnpact

speed, The regulation specifies the minimum di-

mensions of the passenger compartment which

must remain after a 48.3 km/h perpendicular

frontal barrier impact. Paragraph 5.2 of the reg-

ulations relates to the horizontal distance betwoen
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the R-point and the instrumenr panel; paragraph
5.3 related to the horizontal distanr.e (through the
brake pedal) between the tiont of the passenger
compaftment and the R-point; paragraph -5.4 re-
lated to the width of the lixrtwell (through the
brake pedal); and paragraph 5.5 relates to the
floor to roof dimension through the R-point. The
specific requirements and results are shown in
Tab le  l .

The table shows that there was no signilicant
intrusion of the passenger conrpartment other
than a dent caused by the port front wheel on rhe
port toe board, which shows an intrusion of 128
nlm.

Occupant and Restraint System
Performance

Post test analysis shows that both restraint sys-
tems were activated by the primary crash sensor
system. A pressure transclucer was titted to the
rnanifbld of the inflator Lrelt to indicatc the start
of gas generation, the analysis shows that pres-
sure starts to rise 0.018 second alier first contact.
This is confirmed by the high speed lilnr viewing
the restraint systerns, which show the stilfi of
airbag deployment at this time.

The signals from the dun-rmies heads, chests,
measuring accelerations, and fiom the lernur load
cells meirsuring fbrce were analysed to the re-

quirements of FMVSS 208 by digitisation of f.m.
magnetic tapes inro the MIRA El l iot  4130 digi tal
computer, All fi ltering and subsequent cornpu-
tation was carried out according to the rec()m-
mendations of SAE Recolnmended hactice J2l la.
The analysis results are given in Tahles 2 and 3.

It is to be notecl that the standard recommended
by thc European Experimental Saf'ety Vehicle
Cornmittee (ESV) fbr Axial Femur Force is 4
kN, (Ref.2).

The dummies were also instrumental with tri-
axial accelerorneters in the pelvis, and a second
set of acceleronteters in the heads and chests.
The results from these are lo be fbund in the
complete computer analysis results.

The torso belt load was measured during the
test, and showed a rnaxirnum force of 8.39 kN
(l8tt6 lbf) occurring 0.095 second after first
contact.

There was no head to vehicle contact by the
starboard dumrny, and the only vehicle contact
made by thc port dummy's head was with the
steenng wheel rnounted airbag.

The heads of both dummies were fitted with
a chamois leather mask so as to assess any lac-
erations that rrray occur in the test. Also, the
masks ol' the dummy were painted just prior to
impact, the left sides red and the right sides blue.
This was to give witness to any head contact.

'..1

Table 1. Comparison of the front passenger suruival space with the requirement of ECE Regulation
33.

Para-
grapn

Parameter
M in imum
require.
ment

Dimens ion  (mm)

Port  s ide Starboard side

Pre.
test

Post-
tesl

Pre.
test

Post.
test

5.2
Ins t rument  pane l
to  H-po in t 450 mm 462 mm 460 mm 460 mm 480 mm

5.3
Front of passen.
ger  compartmenl
to H-point

650 mm 950 mm 822 mm 940 mm 940 mm

5.4 Wid th  o f  foo twe l l 250 mm 705 mm 690 mm 705 mm 250 mm

5.5 Flooi to roof

To be re-
duced by
nol more
t h a n  1 0 %

1 972 mm 1 . 9 7 0  m m 1.970 mm 1.970 mm

No R-po in t  was  spec i f  ied  fo r  th is  veh ic le ,  so  the  pre . te$ t  H.po in t  was  used

22'1



Table 2. Injury criteria of driver (port side).

Measured parameters

Requirements

Normal criteria
to FMVSS 208 Test results

Head
HIC over 250 msec
HIC during contact
Gadd S.l.

Lower than 1000
Lower than 1000
Lower than 1000

289
289.
341

Chest

S.l. over 250 msec
Resultant acceleration

level
- time over 60 g

Lower than 1000
Not over 60 g for
duration of longer
than 3 msec

488

51.5  g

Axial femur force Not over 2250 lbf
(10 kN)

Left knee 1906 lbf
(8.48 kN)
Right knee 1288 lbf
(5.73 kN)

*No contac t  w i th  the  veh ic le  s t ruc tu re ,  on ly  w i th  a i rbag.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

The post-test examination showed that there was later in the test, during the rebound period, there

no evidence of lacerations on either of the masks. wa$ contact between the starboard dummy's head

The paint witness showed that the inflator belt above the left temple, and the port dummy's hcad

had made contact with the starboard dummy's behind the right ear. At the end of the impact the

hearl, starting lower right hand side of the jaw, port dummy finished up back in the seat leaning

through the chin and up to the cheek bone. Also slightly to the left, with the starboard dummy's

Table 3. Injury criteria of passenger (starboard side)'

Measured parameter$

Requirements

Normal criteria
to FMVSS 208 Test result$

Head
HIC over 250 msec
HIC during contact
Gadd S.l.

Lower than 1000
Lower than 1000
Lower than 1000

591
No contact*
813

Chest

S.l. over 250 msec
Flesu ltant acceleration

level
- time over 60 g

Lower than 1000
Not over 60 g for
duration of longer
than 3 msec

402

1o'u n

Axial femur force Not over 2250 lbf
(10 kN)

Left knee 756 lbt
(3.54 kN)
Right knee 1140 lbf
(5.75 kN)

.The head made a non-slgni l icant contact with the inf latable belt .
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upper torso leaning heavily to the left with its
head on the right shoulcler ol rhc port clunrnry,
but st i l l  s i t t ing in i ts seat.  There was evidence
of cr,rntact between the port dummy's Iower chest
and the butturn of thc steering wheel rim. This
was apparent by the bruising of the durrrmv's
cotton shirt. and damaqe to the bottull of' the
steering wheel rill,

Fuel lntegrit-v Svstem

The vehicle was assessed with regard to the
requirements of FMVSS 301 in the 30" angled
frontal harrier impact. 'fhe 

require[]ent$ of this
standard are intenclcd to apply to lower speeds
ol 'up to 4u.3 km/h. The fuel spi l lage rates al-
Iowed by the standard are I ounce by weight
fiom inrpact until cessation uf motion. and a total
of 5 ounces by weight in the 5 minute period
following cessation of motion. For the subse-
quent ?,5 rninute period fuel spillage during any
I trtinute interval shall not exceed I ounce by
weight. The post test cxamination shuwed that
there wus no tuel spillage during or afier the
impact.

The crash test was followed by a static rollovet
test as spec:ilicd in FMVSS 301, the vehiclc was
rotated on its longitudinal axis to each successive
incremenl of 90o. The vehicle was rotatcd first
in the anti-clockwise direction looking tionr the
front, fullowed by a roll in the clockwise direc-
tion. Each 90o increment was reached in just less
than 3 minutes arrd each incrcment position was
held for 5 rninutes. There was a slight fuel loss
from the fuel tank lil lcr cap, The leak ratc was
25 drops per minute, 0.023 ounce ( l  mi l l i l i t re).
This lcak occurred when the fur--�l tank fil ler cap
was bekrw the level of the fuel. There wcrc no
other lcaks frorn the vehicle during this test.

Noise Measurements

The results of the waveform analysis is shown
in Figure 2l and the linear and A-weighted octave
spectta in Figures 22 and J1 respectively.

The instantaneous pcttk pressurrr frorn Figure
2l of 950 Pa is equivalent to an instantirncous
sound

20 log

pressure of l-53 dB calculated from
Instantancous Pressure

Relcrcncc Sound Pressure
= 2 x 1 0 - 5 N / m 2

This result can be compared with the over-
r idins l imit  of  150 dB o1'an instantancous sound

pressure in an inrpr.rlse noise as quoted in the
Cocle of Practice firr reducing the exposure of
ernployed persons to noise. (Rcrf ,3).  I t  shorr ld be
noted that the measured level rnight have been
hisher i l ' the vehicle had been f i t ted with a com-
plcte set of windows

Comparability of the RSV with a
Chrysler Alpine

On l4th February 1977 a standard production
Chryslcr Alpine saloon cilr was crash tested as
part of the Production Vehicle Assessment Pro-
grarnrne. This programmc of testing was carried
out at the Crash 

'fest Facility of the Motor In-
dustry Research Association on the instructions
from the Transprlrt and Road Research Labora-
tory of the Department of 'fransport 

in the UK.
'fhe vehicle that was delivered in a road going

condition, was prcpared tirr the crash test to the
sanre stilndrlrds as the RSV, other than the po-
sitions of the vehicle structure mounted acceler-
ometers. OPAT durnrnies occupied the front des-
ignated seating positions, as opposed to the Pafi
572 dummics used in the RSV test.  (Ref.  4).
Although the RSV was lel't-hand drive. both ve-
hicles were impacted into a 30" woodface angled
barr ier,  with the dr iver 's side making f i rst
c()ntact.

These test conditions are so similar that com-
parison of the test results warrant studying. Some
of the salient results ire shown in Tablcs 4 and 5.

Headform lmpact Tests
The crash test was fbllowed by a series of

impact tests on the interior surface, using a mod-
ified torrn of thc tcst spccilied in Annex 4 of
Regulation ECE 2l (Procedure fbr testing en-
ergy-dissipating rnaterials), These tests were con-
ducted at 14 specif ied points on each vehicle,
distributed uver rhe upper and lower facias, the
header rail, the windscrreen pillars and the backs
of the B-posts, ' l 'hs 

Jroints reprcscnt a varicty of
places likely to be strucrk by the head, knees or
other parts of the occupants in a collision.

The test rnethod ernhodies two rnrxlifications
to the technique normrrlly used t() test to ECE 2l ,
to cnsurc the tcst conditions match morc closely
those encountered in real accidents. These arc as
follows:
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Figure 21. Pressure vs time: microphone on centre line of vehicle midway between front passenger's
head positions (measurement bandwidth 2 Hz-6.4 kHz).
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Figure 23. Maximum "A"-weighted octave band levels occuring during impact (0.12b s time
constant).
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Note: RSV was left hand drive:
Chrysler alpine was right hand drive.

Figure 24. Headform impact position code.
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Table 4. A comparison of RSV and Chrysler Alpine results'

Vehicle

Test date
lmpact speed
Test weight
Weight distr ibution
Steering wheel side
Barrier face angle

Static crush port
Static crush starboard
Rebound port
Rebound starboard
Lateral displacement of the centre of

gravity
Final yaw attitude (from original line of

travel)
Fuel leakage during impact

Fuel leakage during static roll

RSV Chrysler Alpine

10.7.80
60.3 km/h
1436 kg
55% front
Port
30' Port first contact

800 mm
60 mm

150 mm
0 m m

825 mm toward star-
board
20" anti-clockwise when
viewed from above
None

1 ml/min from fuel f i l ler
cap

14.2.77
59.4 km/h
1188 kg
56.4% front
Starboard
30' Starboard first
contact
' 1 1 5  m m
900 mm

0 m m
380 mm
135 mm toward port

12'  c lockwise when
viewed from above
10 ml /min  f rom fue l
tank f i l ler tube
Not rolled

Figure 25. The air-gun and head form as used
in the internal head form tests.

l) Unlike the pendulum mounted head form test,
this head form is nttt fixed but fiee to rotate and
thus is capable of absorbing energy in rotation
as well as translation.
2) The tests wcre conducted on car bodies in-

corporating the deformation caused by an impact

test representing severe accidents.

Figure 26. The air-gun and head form system
instal led for test.

CONCLUSIONS

The RSV Crash Test

The barrier impact face was 30o to the line of

travel of the vehicle, and the port side of the
vehicle made lirst contact,

The impact specd was measured to be 60.3

km/h.



Type of dummy

Head
HIC over 250 msec
HIC during contact
Gadd S.l.

Chest
S.l. over 250 msec
Acceleration over

3 msec
Time over 3 msec
Peak g

Femur loads left (kN)

Femur loads right (kN)

Pelvls resultant
acceleration

Seat belt loads
Shoulder (kN)
Lap (kN)

Peak resultant
Acceleration at A-post g
Time

RSV Chrysler Alpine

Driver
(port)

Passenger
(starboard)

Driver
(starboard)

Passenger
(port)

Part 572

289
289
341

488

51.5 g
0 sec
54.3 g

8.84

5.72

67.3 g

Airbag
Airbag

109 g
0.06 sec

67.8 g

8.4
No lap belt

4 9 9
0.059 $ec

Part 572

591
No contact
813

402

,14.5 g
0 sec
4 9 9

3.54

5.75

54

OPAT

665
665
881

463

5 5 9
0 sec
6 3 9

2.7

1.8*

4.8
4.4

175 g
0.062 sec

OPAT

315

,f0 g
0 sec
4 4 9

0.6

2.9

5 5 9

4 4 g
0.057

"|744

1697
2279

7.3
8.4

' 1 .8  kN was measured jus t  p r io r  to  Load Ce l l  be ing  damagBd,

Table 5. A comparison of

Occupants

SECTION 3 :  HESULTS OF ESV/FSV DEVELOPMENT

RSV and Chrysler alpine results.
J I

1t
: #
" l r

I

Results were obtained from all of the 65 chan-
nels of clcctronic instrumentation, and the l4
high speed canrera$ that were used in the rest.

The vehicle structure met the requirements of
the proposed ECE Regulation 3j with regard ro
tiont occupant survival space.

The two anthropomorphic test dummies that
were built, instrurnentc-d and calihratecl to the
requrrement of Pafi 5'�72 of the cFR were nosi_
tioned in the fiont rJesignated seats. The sisnals
from the dummies were analysed to the req-uire-

ments of FMVSS 208" The analysis showed that
all of the limits set in the regulation were met.
It is to be noted, rhough. rhat the 4 kN Axial
Femur Force Iimit recommended in the European
Experimental Safety Vehicle programme was
exceeded by all but the passenger left t 'ernur.

Both of the restrain( sysfems functionecl using
the primary crash detection system of the vehicle,
the back-up system becoming redundant.

The noise level of the re.straint sy.\temti meas_
ured at l-53 dB with the wincluws down is near

2?7
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Table 6. Headform impact tests-impact speeds 6'7 metre/sec'

lmpact position code
(as shown in figure 24)

Peak resultat g Gadd S. l .
RSV Chrysler Alpine RSV Chrysler Alpine

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

47
49
67
40
45
35
54
73
59

167
79
61
58

235

94
43
58
88
47
69
58
37
57
63
88
61
58

104

161
121
304
141
321
85

134
227
206
576
305
227
210

1621

tio
181
N2
140
186
100
92

100
192
239
176
151
524

the 150 dB level recotnmcncled in the Code of

Practice fbr the reduction of employed persons
to noise.

Both the dynamic crash test at 30o to the line

of travel of the vehicle, impacting the port side

first and the static rollover tcst recluirements of

FMVSS 301 were met.

Comparison of the RSV with a Standard
Production Chrysler AlPine

The results show that the Alpine suffered more

static crush, and saw a higher acceleration at thc

A-post on the impact side, otherwise the crash

characteristics were similar.
Although a different type of dummy was used

in the Chrysler Alpine test and a direct corllpar-

isun between the two should not bc ntacle, the

indications are that there was a nrarked inrprove-

ment of the injury criteria of the heads of the

dummies in the RSV. 
'l 'he 

chest accelcration in

thesc tests was quitc simrlar. Both the axial f'emur

forces and the pelvis rcsrrltant accelerirtious were

higher in the RSV te$t. Thi'i is likely to be due

to the usc of knec bolsters in the restraint system

used in this vehicle; which conrpares with re-

sultant loadings on the dummies in the Alpine,

which were primarily restrained by seat belts.
Comparison of the head fitrnr impact tcsts, at

the specific impact speed, shttwed higher levels

on the lower facia and parts of the knee restralnt

area of the RSV, but the padding on the A-post
and the middle of the facia of the RSV produced
lower levels. Thc high result of the impact on the

B-post upper seat belt arrchorage showed a need

for some protection in this area.
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Results of Exhaust Gas Emission and Fuel Consumption Tests on
the Calspan-Rsv in the Netherlands

PIETER W. HOEKSTRA
Mechanical Engineer
Ministry of Transport and Public Works,
Department of Road Transport
The Netherlands

SCOPE
As a consequence of the collaboration between

Departrnent of Transportation/National I{ighway
Traific Safety Administration of the United States
of America and the mernber countries of the Eu-
ropean Exper imenta l  Veh ic les  Cornmi t tee
(EEVC), it was decided to test the "Research

Safety Vehicle"- Phase III cars in Europe, ro
European standards or proposed standards.

The Dutch part of this European test program
consisted of exhaust gas emission and fuel con-
sumption tests. This report deals with the tests
performed on the Calspan-Research Safety
Vehicle.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of the Research Safety Vehicle

(RSV) program of NHTSA is "SJE": saf'ety,
energy, economy and environment. Not only
should those vehicles be designed lbr optinum
safety fbr the years fiom 1985 on, but at the same
time production co$ts, costs related to use on the
road (firel consumption, repair costs etc.), and
environmental effbcts should be at an acceptable
level. In phase 4 of the RSV-program a small
series of cars will be tested ttl evaluate the results
of the performed research.

The European Experimental Vchicles Com*
mittee (EEVC) offered to evaluate the RSV's on
the basis of European test requirements and
standards (or drafls of such specifications) and,
following the request ol' NH'I'SA, also on the
basis of some U.S. Federal Standards,

The aim of the first part of the program is to
compare the RSV's with European cars of today
and tomorrow, the aim of the second part is
mainly to compare some tests perfonned in the
U.S. and in Europe. The results could also be
useful to compare the merits of present-day U.S.
emission control technology with the Eurupean
approach.

SECTION 3: RESULTS OF ESV/RSV DEVELOPMENT

On a contract with the Dutch government
(Ministry of Puhlic Health and Environment and
Ministry of Transport and Public Works), the
TNO-lnstitute for Road Vehicles in Dr-lti per-
formed the following prclgram:

. U.S. Federal  emission test ( l ) r)

. U.S. Federal fuel consurnption test (2)

.  E.C.E.-Regulat ion l5:  ernission test (3)

.  E .C.E, -Recornmendat ion  A.70 :  fue l  con-
sumption test (4)

. Additional constant speed tests. .:

Full derails of the program and the results are
given in the TNO-test report (5).

lnitially the intention was ro test the Calspan-
RSV no. l0 in the middle of 1979. Due to
changes in the overall Calspan-RSV test schedule
(phase 4) and problerns w'ith earlier tests, per-
formed on the no. 5 RSV. we received this car
al-ter all in April 1980. As the car had to be
returned lrrirly soon, not all of the tests that were
planned could be performed and some rcquire-
ments of ECE-Regulation 15 could not com-
pletely be compl ied with ( the catalyst system
could not entirely be r-erloved liom the exhaust
system, as is required). Furthcrmorc, as a con-
scquence of the above mcntioned earlicr tests,
the car was not in perfect rnechanical condition.

The Calspan-RSV was tesred ro today's U.S.
and Europc-an recluirements. For the tuture, the
following cirn be mentirtnecl lbr E,urope;

ECE-Regulation lS/Revision 2, including the
03 series of amendments, is applicable today,
It is expected that in about one year it will be
amended once more, to include a new meas-
uring techniquc (CVS-method) together with
tighter limits for polluting gases.
The so called European cycle, used in Reg-
ulation 15, is under discussion; the aim is
world-wide harmonisat ion. The outcome
however cannot be predicted now.
The Recommendation A.70 is expected to
become part of ECE-Regulation 15, as part

22s
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of the 04 series of amendments mentioned
under 2.5.1. Even as a "recommendation"

only, A.70 is used today in several European
countries to deterlrtine fuel consumption fig-
ures for the purpose of official publication of
comparable figures for the benefit of the car-
buyer and user.

THE TESTS
Measurements were performed on the basis of

the specilications in documents (l) to (4)' by a

specialised team which is used to do those tests
for the Dutch government for type-approval pur-

poses, as well as for industry. For specifications
of measuring equipments actually used see the

TNO test report (5).
In the first part of the program some tests had

to be repeated lirr reasons of gear-shift problems'
possibly relatcd to earlier perfonned crash/re-
pairability-tests. Later on the drivers seemed to

have got used to the problem; no repair action

has been undertaken.
For the te$t$i to U.S. specifications the Cal-

span-RSV no. 5 car has been tested as delivered
to us; the specifications of it are given in (6).

ECE-Regulation l5 on exhaust gas etlissions re-
quires the vehicle to be tested without catalytic
convertors (if any) in the exhaust system. There-
fore we replaced the trrain oxydation convenor
by a simple pipc; it was not possible in this pro-

grarn to replace the mini-oxyclation catalyst, in-

stalled directly after the manifbld, by another

suitable exhaust systeln.
The dynamotneter bench load was determined

at several speeds on the road by the method pre-

scribed in ECE-regulation 15. This setting was

Table 2.

also used for the U.S. Federal tests and for the

tests at constant speeds. The indicated road load

was detcnnined at 350 N (7.6 kW)by rueasuring
the rnanifold vacuum at a true speed of 80 km/

h. The inertia mass of the dynamolrleter was set

on an equivalent ref'erence mass of 1360 kg
(based on ECE-Regulation l5). Tire pressure was

increased to 2.tt bar (bccause of the relatively
small roller-diameter). Fuels used were unleadcd

gasoline for the tests with convertor and later in

the progranr leaded gasoline for the tests without

convertor, both the tuel types confbrming to the

relevant specificatitlns for reference-fuels for

these tests.

TEST RESULTS

U.S. Federal Exhau$t Gas Emission
Test

Table I gives the test results (with catalytic
' convertor installed) and the initial and revised

RSV-program goals.
The conclusion of the final design report ((6)'

p.132) is more or less confirtned in these tcsts;
the initial goals iue met with one minor exemption.

Table 1
Emissions (g/mile)

HC co No*

City cycle
Highway cycle

0.25
0.05

1.00
0.05

1.49
2.02

Initial goal (6)
Flevised goal (7)

0.41
0.41

3.4
9.0

2.0
1 .5

Fuel consumPtion

Distance

miles km

Calculated

mpg 1/100 km

Measured

cm3 mpg 1/100 km

City cycle
Highway cycle
Combined C-H

7.5 12.07
ro_or 16j2

21.7 10.8
28.4 8.3
24.3 9.7

tiz ae.s e.ge

RSV goal (combined)
(6)

30 7.U
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U.S. Federal Fuel Consumption Test

Table 2 gives the test results and the RSV-
prograr l  goals.  "Calculated consumption" is
derived liom the emission-ligures above, as pre-
scribed; additionally sonre tuel consurlption fig-
ures ale measured.

The calculated and measured values correlate
very well. 

' l 'hc calculated combined fuel con-
surnption (-5-57o city cycle and 4.5% highway
cycle) is less favor.rrable than that given in (7);

24.3 mpg instead of 27,6 mpg. This could be
due to eithcr the mechanical condition of the car
which wils lot perfect, as mcntioned earlier, or
to r diflerent bench load setting.

ECE-Regulat ion 15 Exhaust Gas
Emission Test

Regulrttion l-5 indicates three diffbrent types
ol test:
. type I: average emission of pollutants in a

congested urban area after a cold start.
. type II : carbon monoxide emission test at

idling speed.
. type Ill : ernissions of crank-case gases.

In addition a "type I" test with warm engine
staft (with catalyst) was carried out in ordcr to
evaluate the performance of the catalytic con-
vertor. ' l 'he 

results are given in tables 3, 4 and 5.
1'he type I test (cold start) with catalyst results

in a 42 to 5(r%, decreasc in hydrocarbons, com-

Table 3.

Table 4. Type ll test (idle).1

l i d l e :  n  =  8 0 0 m i n - 1

Table 5. Type lll test (crack-case ventilation).

l gearbox  in  neut ra l ,  c lu tch  engaged
N  =  B 0 0 m i n - 1

2 th i rd  gear  engaged

co
vol 9/o

coz
vol 7o

Without catalyst
n - 1 0 0
n
n + 2 5 0

0.38
0.46
0.38

10.1
9.5
9.2

With catalyst
n - 1 0 0
n
n + 2 5 0

0.016
0.018
0.016

11.7
1 1 . 1
9.0

Brake load
(daN)

Depression
(kPa)

Without catalyst
idlel
50 km/hz
50 km/hz

22
37

0.020
0.050
0.060

With catalyst
idlel
50 km/hc
50 km/h2

2;
37

0.030
0.060
0.070

Type I test; 4,052 km

Emissions (g/test)

HC.FID- HC-NDIR- Co No* coz

Without catalyst
(cold)

2.7 1.28 13.5 2.W 1232

Without catalyst
(cold)
(warm)

1.2
0.9

0.74
0.30

3.6
1 .7

2.35
2.U

12g7
1253

ECE-H15 l imits (03)
1250-1470 kg ref. mass

7.6 99.0 1 1 . 9

FID =  f lame ion isa t ion  de tec tor
NDIR -  non-d ispers ive  in f ra - red  ana lyser
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pared with the tcst without catalyst; carbpn mon-
oxide is reduced by 73o/o, nitrogenoxidesby l7Vo.

All results in tables 3,4 and 5 are fully ac-
ceptable when related to ECE-Regulation 15
l imits.

ECE-Recommendation A.70 Fuel
Consumption Test

In this test the fuel consumption is measured
in three situations:

. during an ECE-Regulation 15 city cycle t

. at 90 km/h constant

. at 120 km/h constant.

These tests are also performed on the dynamom-
eter test bench; no calculation of a combined
consumptirln figure is prescribed.

For all measurements a specified warming-up
procedure has to be fbllowed. The results are
given in table 6.

The measured fuel consumption with catalyst
installed is 3olo higher during the cycle, at 90 km/
h l7o lower and at 120 km/h 37a lower, compared
with measurements without catalyst.

EVALUATION

Gomparison of Results from Tests to
U.S. and to ECE-Standards

Table 7 shows a comparison of results from
emission tests (in g/km).

There is no systematic difference between
U.S. Federal (EPA) test results and ECE results,
when all ditf'erent components are considered.

Table I gives a comparison of fuel consump-
tion figures.

ln the ECE-Regulation 15 cycle there is rela-
tively much idling and low speed driving; results
are clearly worse than those liom the U.S. city
cycle.

Comparison of Results for the Calspan-
RSV and Some European Cars

Exhaust Gas Bmissions-EcE-Regulation
15 Testsr

In the period of May 1979 to June 1980 32
types of private cars with manual gearboxes and

an unladen mass between l 150 and 1370 kg (ref-

erence mass 1250-1470 kg) have been tested in
Europe in accordance with ECE-Regulation l-5
and as a consequence have been type-approvcd
in the Netherlands.?'o This is the same mass cat-
egory to which the Calspan-RSV bclongs. The
results of those tests-' have been averaged and the
standard deviation is calculated; see tablc 9.

Table 6.

Table 7.

'ECE-Regulation 15 requires tests to be performed without
catalyst convertors in the exhaust system. Due to practical
problems (time constraint) the tests "without catalyst" have
been performed after replacing the main catalyst by a pipe,
but with the mini-catalyst still fitted.
,Engine-capacity in the reference group of vehicles is gen-
erally around 2 litres, with a few exceptions around 1.6 litres
and some above 2.1. The Calspan-RSV is equipped with a
1.7 l i tres engine.
"The results which are used are those of the "Type l" test.
oThis is by no means an average of lodays vehicle mix on the
road, nor of this years sales.

Fuel consumption
A.70

1/100 km mpg

Without catalyst
city cycle
90 km/h

120 km/h

12.5
8.2

1 1 " 4

18.8
28.7
20.6

With catalyst
city cycle
90 km/h

120 km/h

12.9
8.1

1 1 . 0

18.3
28.9
21.3

HC-FID co No* coe

with catalyst
EPAtest
ECEtest

0.15
0.30

0.62
0.89

0.93
0,58

252.5
320.1

Without catalyst
EPA-test
ECE-test

0.53
0.67

5.60
3.33

0.90
0.70

233.1
304.0
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Table B.

Fuel consumption
U.S. Federal test procedure - ECE - A.70
(calculated) (measured)

With catalyst

mpg 1/100 km

Without catalyst

mpg 1/100 km

U.S. City cycle
Highway cycle
Combined

21.7
28.4
24.3

10.8
8.3
9.6

22.6 10,4
31.9 (29.1 -) 7.4 (8.1 .)

26.0 (25.1-) 9.0 (9.4.)

A.70 City cycle
90 km/h

120 km/h

18.3
28.9
21 .3

12.9
8,1

1 1 . 0

18.8
28.7
20.6

12.5
8.2

1 1 . 4

'  measured volumetrical lv

,#
.:d
;)l

. t
:i

. , 1
.ii
' i

! . .1
r i

Table L

co
(g/test)

HC (NDIR)
(g/test)

No*
(g/test)

Mean values
standard deviation

57.6
18.9

5 .15
1.45

6,32
2.48

Emission l imit
ECE-Reg. 15-03
1250-1470 kg

99.0 7.6 1 1 . 9

Calspan RSV
- Without catalystl
- With catalyst

13.5
3.6

1.28
0.74

2.84
2.35

Table 10.

City-cyclel 90 km/h2 120 km/hz

Mean values
Standard deviation

12.42
1.06

7.74
0.63

10 .12
0.72

Calspan RSV
- Without catalyst
- With catalyst

12.5
12.9

8.2
8,1

1 1 . 4
1 1 . 0

(a l l  va lues  in  11100 km;  1  1 /100 km ( : )  235.2  mpg 'US)

lThe urban dr iv ing  cyc le  as  prescr ibed in  ECE'Regu la t ion  15  is  a lso  used A.70 .
2Constan t  soeeds.
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Fuel Consumption-ECE A.70 Tests

On the basis of EC]E-Recomrnendation A'70

fuel consumption tests have been pertormed in

Europc by manufncturers as well as by govern-

mental test institutes. The results for 27 private

car typcs. tested recently, havc been averaged

and the strrndard deviation is calculated.' Mass-

category and engine-capacities are the same as

indicated in 5.2.1.,  see table 10.

Conclusions

. As far as emissions are concerned, the Cal-
span-RSV performs better or much better than

this rel'erence group of vehicles, _
. As far as fuel consumption is concerned, the

Calspan-RSV is in the same range as this ref-

erence group, although on the higher side.
. When this Calspan-RSV wttuld be compared

with the new proposed limits (with the new

measuring technique) fbr Regulation 15 (04

series of amendments), it would stil l easily

pa$s the test. (Proposed limits: CO:76,

HC+ NO- : 22 E/test with CVS*system).

CONCLUSION
As far as emissions are concerned, the Cal-

span-RSV with and without catalyst performs

better than the average of vehicles type-approved

last year to European standards; it is expccted to

be signilicantly better than the new limits pro-

posed in Europe for next year.
As far as fuel consutnptitln is concerned, the

Calspan-RSV performance is gencrally within

the range of "tnean valuc plus standard devia-

tion" ftrr the earlicr mentioned European average.

U.S.- and ECE-city cycles seem to lead to

different tuel consumption {igures.

U.S.- and ECE-emission tests do not lead to

significant differences in results over-all.
As phase 4 test results for cmission and fuel

consumption, as measured in the U.S.A. ' al'e not

known today no evaluation can be madc of dif-

ferences in pertbrming tests to the same (U.S.)

procedures in the U.S.A. and in Europe. How-

ever, results fiom tests in earlier phases do differ

in some rcspects.
Some test results indicate that removing the

(main) catalytic convertor is not the best way to

accommrldate the vehicle to European circum-

stances; redesign of the "emission package"

shoukl frrr that purpose be considered'
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